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Regents vote to transfer funds;
action free of argument,dissent
By CHARLES HONEY
Skiff Writer
A king-festering dispute about
Murray State University finances
was quietly brought to a claw
Saturday
The Board of Regents voted
unanimously to transfer about $1
million in restricted grants and
contracts from the MSU FoundaUon to the university's business office. The board approved without
discussion recommendations
from its finance and audit committees, who were in turn acting
on advice from the university
auditors. Finance Chairman
Michael Harrold had recommended the action "in the interest of
clarity of responsibilities."
For some regents it was an ac-

Curris, university
eye possible cut
HOSPITAL GOTS — About Ili Clielsimes gilts hue mobs,et the If bammnakers clubs in Calloway
Cosilylee patients at Western State Hospitil,Hopldnolls,were delivered to the lolaySal by(from iset) Joss
C1MW, county esismdcm ape la bows sconomics, Judy Shags'', pest comity presikst, and Maxine Scott,
email presided,of CallowayIlmosmakees.
Stall pboto by Jennie Gordon

Agriculturalleaders to preview
t983situation for localfarmers
Area grain farmers will be
given a preview of 1963 by a select
group of agriculture industry
leaders on Monday, Dec. 20, at
Kestucky Dam State Park.
Agri-businesses and U.K. Extension have combined efforts to
restme the Annual Area Grain
Meetings that were attended by
large numbers of farmers during
the' 1970's. As the 1980's have
presented farmers with many
serious problems,this all-day conference, which begins at 9 a.m.,
will focus on these problems as
each presentation will relate to
"The Economics of Purchase
Area Grain Farming in 1983."
This program will be about
"problems facing grain farmers
today. "Grain Situation and
Outlook for 1983" will be discussed
by Russell J. Bragg, vice president of the Pillsbury Company
and member of the U.S. and
U.S.S.R. Trade Council. This is
the 'Council that determines the
amouhts and conditions of
American grain sales to Russia
and Bragg has just recently
returned frotn Moscow where a
meeting of this Council was held.
"Government Grain Programs
for 1983" will be presented by Dr.
Roy Gray, chairman of the Kentucky ASCS Committee.
Because all farmers are concerned about "Loan Money, Interest Rates, etc." for the corning
year, Doyle Cook, vice p
of the Federal Intermediate
Credit Bank of Louisville, and

Dr. Don Shurley discusses how
"Land Rental Agreements"
should be as flexible as changini
economic conditions.
As a means of making this program pleasant as well as informative, the "agri-business"
sponsors, which include the
Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association, the Federal
Land Bank Association of
Mayfield and The Pillsbury Company, Grain Merchandising Division, are generously providing
lunch for all who attend this conference. Therefore, it is requested
that all who plan to attend this
conference, please call the local
County Extension Office no later
than Dec. 16.

A state funding cut of about
$400,800 may be on the way to
Murray State University from
Frankfort, according to President
Constantine Curds.
Curls told the Board of Regents
Saturday that estimates of an anticipated cut are in the range of 2
or 2.b percent. An announcement
is expected from Gov. John Y.
Brown next week or in January,
he said.
MSU would be able to withstand
such a cut without affecting programs because of a substantial
fund surplus. Total reserves are
about $6.5 million, with 13-6
million of that uncommitted, according to Currie.
ihe state cut is due to tax
revenue shortfalls. Gov. Brown Is
expected to make the cut through
his administration rather than by
action of the General Assembly.
Curris said the possibility of
such cuts is one of the reasons
you have a reserve. It's a rainyday fund." Portions of the
reserve, which is accumulated
from student fees and university
profit-making ventures, are tentatively committed to certain purposes, he said.

tin long overdue. Former Chairman Ron Ctuistapher and Faceky
Regent Steve West said they have
recommended such action for the
past couple of years. asserting it
was required by law that the
university put funds from
restricted Mate and federal grants
into the university. The action has
also been recommended by the
auditors in the past and by the
university's legal counsel. they
said.
Christopher said he was "very
pleased- with the board's action,
adding. "We're on the right road
now."
Disposition of such funds was
one issue in the recent conflict
among board members as some
regents had tried to oust President
Constantine Curris. who has opposed the funds transfer. net
conflict led to the resignation this
fall of four regents, three who supported Curris, at Gov. John Y.
Brown's request. Christopher. Bill
Morgan and Jere McCuiston, who
had critixed Currie, declined to
resign.
Curris said Saturday he
philosophically agrees with the
funds transfer, but still has reservations about the university's
ability to administer the grants
because "our accounting services
are really not up to snuff." He
referred to the new audit which,
though recommending the
transfer, says the university's accounting of the grants it has administered has been inadequate,
and that the staff lacks "technical
understanding."
Referring to past criticisms of
putting grants into the foundation,
Curtis said, "A couple regents for
personal reasons have tried to
create an aura of bnpropristy in
the foundation that is absolutely
false. They've done damage to the
university because of that."
Harrold, in urging the action,
has said be knows of no actual improprieties but that transferring
the funds would remove any appearance of impropriety.
Considering the past turmoil
over the issue, the board's vote to
transfer the funds was conspicuously free of argument or

Russell J. Bragg
Dick Overy, vice president of the
Federal Land Bank of Louisville,
will both address these concerns.
Another major program topic
will deal with the unfortunate
aspects of farmers being caughtup in bankrupt agri-businesses,
such as grain elevators. A McCracken County farmer and attorney, David Reed, will discuss
this topic. He will be followed by a
presentation from U.K. Specialist,
Dr. Shirley Cunningham, on the
subject of "Bankruptcy Options
and Implications for Farmers."
Two other U.K. Extension
Specialists will complete the day's
program as Craig Gibson relates
"Government Grain Programs"
to specific farming operations and

respectively, duet acting, Karen
Adams and Mark Bazzell, Candi
Glass and Liz Baily, Sherri Mills
and Molly Imes, first, second and
third respectively;
Dramatic interpretation, Sherri
Mills and Molly lines, second and
third respectively; humorous interpretation, Alan Miller, second;
storytelling, Mark Cooper and
Chuck Cathy, first and second
respectively; extemporaneous
speaking, Kenneth Futrell and
Vincent Alton, first and second
respectively; Lincoln-Douglas
Debate, Mike Keeling and Evy
Jarrett, first and third respectively; broadcasting. Roger Tucker
and Tim Williams, first and third
respectively.
Other team members competing in the final round were: Bill
P'Pool, Debbie Walker, John
Mart Roberts, Tim Weatherford,
Shaun Bucy, Jeanie Darnell and
Mylinda Mitchell.
The Laker Speech Team will
resume practice on Jan. 3, according to Coaches Larry England
and Wanda Johnson.

Murray city schools
announce dismissal
for holidays
All schools in the Murray City
School System will dismiss one
hour early Friday afternoon, Dec.
17.
All schools will reopen Tuesday,
Jan. 4, at their regular times with
buses making their regular runs.
Monday, Jan. 3, will be an inservice day for teachers.
THERE'S CHARUE BROWN,
SNOOPY HE'S GOING
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING.
ONLY
PAYS TO GOf
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CCHS speech team
remains undefeated
The Calloway County High
School Speech Team will take a
Christmas break with a perfect
record of seven consecutive firstplace sweepstakes victories.
Eighteen varsity Lakers placed
for individual honors and 24 of 31
team members qualified for the
final round of competition in the
Union County Invitational Speech
Tournament Saturday.
Out of 11 events the varsity
team captured 7 first places, 8 semild places and 5 third places.
Calloway received the first
place sweepstakes honor with 271
points. Henry County placed second vrith 149 points. Murray High
finished third.
The junior varsity team
qualified 5 of 23 entries for the
final round of competition with
one member placing for an individual honor.
The Lakers placed the following
team members:
Original Oratory, Allen McClard, First; prose, Karen Adams,
first; poetry, Delius Darnell and
Carrie Paschall, second and third

Mena Irelleiriag the appealing's( el eve saw regents by Gee
Brown this fall, and Currie' awnouncemeat that he will not seek
new emtract after next Jesse,
board meetings have been marked by nose of the controversy of
the previous board
The board also approved paying
for another accountant, and a contract with the auditors for accounung assistance. Treasurer Jim
Hall has said that with the solveraity's now accounting system and
the additional staff he should be
able to handle the funds transfer
within the next year, as called for
by the board's action. He had also
recommended the transfer
The regents action coincides
with a state investigation of
university foundations that WIMP
believe was initiated because of
the local controversy. Rican/MI&
dations proposed by an investigaUve committee include
Mate approval of foundations'
public-fund budgets
Curtis distributed to the regents
a quarterly report of grants and
contracts currently under foundation purview, which he said will be
provided regularly according bs
recent legislation. Some
said it was the first time tii=r
seen such a financial report.
The approximately 11 million
affected by the board's idles
represents about one-fourth the
funds under foundation purview.
Currie said. Foundation trustees
voted 15 months ago that they
would support • transfer of
restricted grants and contracts to
the university, and many would
even prefer such funds to be administered by the school, he said
Thy foundation's primary purpose
is raising and admtnIstering
private funds, he added.
With the transfer of restricted
funds to the university, the state
will decide where to invest them,
which means the money will pro0Cosidseed Os Page 2)
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sunny, warmer
Today sunny and warmer.
High in the mid 40a with south
winds 10 to 20 mph. Tonight
mostly clear and not as cold.
Low in the low 30s with south
winds 10 to 15 mph. Tuesday increasing cloudiness and
milder.

today's index
DICKENS OF A CHRISTMAS —
Dickens' Christmas in Press
Alley, a holiday celebration
organized by a group of local
citizens trying to rekindle the oldfashioned spirit of the yule season.
concluded Saturday night Among
those participating were (above)
the First United Methodist March
Youth Choir. (At left) Or. David
Roos attempted to put some
Christmas spirit into Scrooge
(Mark Malinauskaa).
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Special Session to cost
taxpayers $25,000 a day
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Legislative Research Commission
officials say the General
Assembly's special session will
cost Kentucky taxpayers about
$25,000 a day,sevenAays a week.
The session, schAuled to begin
Jan. 10, could cost more than
$500,000 if It runs three weeks, as
many legislators are predicting.
Legislators are paid for a sevenday workweek during special and
regular sessions even though the
legislature normally meets only
five days a week.
Legislators' pay and expense
allowances are the largest costs in
the tentative budget drawn up by
Vic Hellard Jr., director of the
LRC,and his top assistants.
Brown defended the cost of a
special session last week, saying
"you talk about the cost of this
session, it's really quite a bit less
or significantly less than what it
would cost during the general session."

HeHard said about 175 part-time
and full-time temporary
employees will be hired for the
session in addition to the regular
LRC staff.
The pay for 128 of the 138
legislators will be $50 a day for a
total of $8,300 a day. Legislative
leaders receive higher salaries
depending on their position.
The highest daily cost of the
special session will be the $75-perday expense allowance for each
legislator and the lieutenant
governor. That means a total of
$10,425 each day for expenses.
Added together, the daily cost of
paying the legislators' salaries
and expenses will cost more than
$18,000 each day.
Other budgeted expenses include about $2,085 a day for
legislators' telephones, about
$8,000 a week total for each
legislator's weekend trip home
and about $7,000 total for the session for stationery allowances.

Regents...
Continued From Page II
bably no longer be put in local
banks, Curris said. West said that
while foundation administration
of the funds was more convenient
than having to work through the
state, "You're talking about
responsibility to the taxpayer versus convenience."

libraries
announces hours
during holidays
MSU

A special schedule of library
hours for the Murray State
University libraries during the
holiday season and semester
break has been announced by Dr.
Edwin C. Strohecker, dean of
libraries.
On Friday, the libraries will
close at 4:30 p.m. and they will be
closed on Saturdays and Sundays
through Jan. 16. They will also be
closed for the holidays from Dec.
23 through Jan. 2, but they will be
open Dec. 20-22, Jan. 3-7, Jan. 1014, and Jan. 17 and 18 from 8 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m.
The regular schedule of library
hours will resume on the first day
of classes at the university, Jan.
19.
.
. .

In related business, the board
received the audit of James R.
Meany and Associates, and was
told by auditor Roger Johnson
that MSU has "come a long way"
in the last few years in "improving the financial accountability of
the university."
The board also renewed the
MSU contract with The Travelers
insurance company for administration of the school's policy.
Figures obtained from other companies showed they would all
charge as much or more as
Travelers for the same services,
Hall has said.
However, Hall and Morgan told
the finance committee recently
that a scaling-down of policy
benefits may be in order. Such
benefits as prescription payments
might be reduced or dropped to
bring down expenses,they said.
In further action the board
transferred $55,000 in
undesignated funds from the
James L. Hurley bequest to the
foundation, for payment of
scholarships. The joint regentsfoundation investment committee
will allocatottui4tuida to scholarship programs • of the deupdation
and MSUAbletini Association.

Planners await Reagan's action ofsocialsecurity
By CHRISTOPHER CONNELL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Members of the Social Security
reform commission say President
Reagan must act soon if he wants
to use the panel as "a whipping
boy" to push an unpopular but
necessary rescue plan for the
system through Congress.
Without an agreement backed
by the White House for a
blueprint, Congress is unlikely to
find its own timely solution to the
problem of mounting Social
Security deficits, they suggested.
The panel's chairman and a top
Republican senator also agree
that any plan must include a mix
of higher payroll taxes and lower
cost-of-living increases to keep the
old age fund from drying up in the
1980s.
Sen. Robert Dole, R-Kan., the

chairman of the Senate Finance
Committee,said Sunday he doubts
the panel will reach an agreement
at its final meeting next Friday
"unless the president decides to
take a look at Social Security and
become actively involved."
Dole, interviewed on CBS-TV's
"Face The Nation," said he has
been unable to get Reagan on the
telephone to confer with him on
legislative business.
Alan Greenspan, chairman of
the 15-member reform commission, said there already is tentative agreement on the panel that
the way to solve the $150 billion to
$200 billion shortfall confronting
Social Security over the next
seven years is through a mix of
higher payroll taxes and lower
benefit hikes.
Greenspan appeared on both
ABC News' 'This Week With
David Brinkley" and Cable News

Network's "Newsmaker Sunday."
"If both the speaker and the
president could agree on the
outlines of a specific solution, that
would pretty much carry the
day," Greenspan said on Cable
News.
Dole said,"It seems to me we're
going to have to have a mix of
taxes and benefit reforms without
cutting the level of present

benefits, if we're going to satisfy
Democrats and Republicans on
the commission and in the Cangrass."
Dole said the White Home
should realize that the political
"center of gravity" has shifted
closer to Capitol Hill since the
Republican losses in last month's
elections.
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Local students represent county in youth contest
year old division of the Variety
Show. Singing a medley of Kenny
Rogers songs Joseph won second
place in the contest at the Convention Center, Kentucky Dam
Village. He is a farmer and married to the former Pam Harrell.
They are the parents of a daughter
and live at Rt.l.
Both talent entries were also
awarded a $25 check from
Calloway County Farm Bureau.
Faith Ann Hinkle and Jimmy W.
Coyer, both of Ballard County,
were chosen as the District
Outstanding Youth. Both Graves
County entries in the Variety

Representing Calloway County
in the District Outstanding Youth
and Variety Show Contest were
Brent Canter, Michelle Jarrett
Jennifer Jarrett and Barry
Joseph.
Canter and Michelle Jarrett
were chosen Outstanding Youth in
Calloway County earlier in the
fall. Both were presented a $25
check as winners of the county
contest.
Canter, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Lloyd Canter, Rt.1, is a junior at
Calloway County High School and
an officer in the FFA chapter
there. He has won several other
awards for his FFA and 4-H ac-

Barry Joseph

ELMiltA

BAKER!
Yes. I'd like to have my name on the Blue Cross and Blue Shield
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Individual

Family
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Medicare-Supplement

Jennifer Jarrett
tivities, and is active in youth
work.
Jarrett is a junior at Calloway
County High School and is active
in Speech Club and the local Community Theatre. She is an honor
student and her future plans are to
attend law school. Mr. and Mrs.
Odell Jarrett, Rt.1, Hazel, are her
parents.
Jennifer Jarrett, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Odell Jarrett,
presented a dramatic monologue
for her talent entry in the 10-16.1 yegmold divisiae,of the
VPilljtj-•
—
Jnted tite 17.30

Michelle Jarrett

Brent Canter

Show were awarded first place;
Tress Gough in division II and Jill
and Diane Tucker in the 10-16
year-old division.
All district winners were
presented a $50 check from Kentucky Farm Bureau Insurance
Company and will represent First
District in the state contests at theFarm Bureau Federation Convention inLouisville this week.
Winners there willbe awarded
scholarships, cash prizes and
various other gifts including a trip
to Washington D.C. and the nue-tonal convention in •HotisteGiif.
6
January.
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Kennedy points to o deeper problem
Good idea
goes sour

WASHINGTON — "They will not
let me nm a campaign on the
issues," Sen. Edward IL Kennedy
told a stricken supporter in an early
warning Tuesday of his imminent
withdrawal, signaling that he has
Lifted a burden from himself and the
Democratic Party but also pointing
to a deeper problem.
By "they," Kennedy meant
political realities that guaranteed
any 1964 campaign, like his humiliation in 1980, would end up as an inquest on his character. That is why
party leaders, acknowledging the
probability that he would be
nominated but not elected, welcomed
the senator's departure.
Yet the "issues" Kennedy wanted
to run on are based on liberal dogma
considered in appropriate by
Democratic strategists but indispensable by his faithful supporters.
Thus,the dilemma of how both to win
the nomination and defeat Ronald
Reagan survives Kennedy's departure.

The controversial F-18 Hornet is an example of a
good idea gone sour. The Navy conceived its
development 10 years ago as a low-cost plane with a
double punch — combining fighter-plane
capabilities, with those of an attack bomber.
Through its development stages, however, the
plane has had so many add-one and modifications
that even Navy test pilots complain it's inferior
either as a fighter or as a tactical bomber.
The question now before the White House and
Congress is whether to go on with this $441 billion
project, trying to fix the Hornet's problems and
then begin full-scale production, or simply to cancel
it as a bad deal. On the basis of the F-18's performance tests, and the extreme technological difficulties of modifying basic components this far
along,the latter course may prove the wiser one.
The decision on the Hornet is distorted by a variety of political considerations. Navy brass whose
careers have been linked to its success and who
have influential friends on Capitol Hill want to see it
approved.
The corporate giants involved, McDonnel
Douglas Corp. of St. Louis and Northrop Corp. of
Los Angeles, are competing for defense dollars with
Grumman Aerospace Corp., manufacturer of the A6 attack plane which the F-18 would supplant.
General Electric Co., maker of the F-18 engines,
is located in the Massachusetts congressional
district of House Speaker Thomas P. "Tip" O'Neil.
Altogether, contractors and subcontractors in 37
states would receive work orders if the Hornet
receives the go-ahead.
-The congressmen in those states will not easily
surrender the federal dollars and the thousands of
jobs the F-18 would mean. They are ever alert to
such economic considerations when it comes to
spending on weapons.
That's a powerful array of political clout
weighing against the opinion of low-ranking Navy
test pilots, the ones who, it would seem, are best
able to judge the F-18's value.
Recently they forwarded to Navy Secretary John
F. Lehman their assessment of how the F-18 had
performed under simulated combat conditions.
Although the report was classified, it had hardly
1:leached.the Pentagon before its damaggig combssions leaked to the news media. The test pilots
criticised the Hornet's power and maneuverability,
its combat range, the effectiveness of its radar, and
other characteristics.
Notwithstanding those criticisms, a Navy council
of top brass has recommended going ahead with the
F-18 production; a Defense Department panel will
take up the question soon.
Lehman has yet to make his recommendation,
but it must come soon so that committees in Congress can take up the proposed multibillion-dollar
authorization. Some Navy officials believe design
changes can be made to meet the Hornet's shortcomings, but an impressive body of experts
familiar with the project say those would run the
cost — already more than triple the original
estimates — to prohibitive levels.
What's certain is that as it is designed now,
there's no point in building it.

A new law signed by President Reagan in
September directs the Pentagon to withhold money
out of the pay checks of an active or retired military
officer or enlisted man for court-ordered alimony or
child support.
The Depatment of Defense has published regulations to carry out the law.
Ourcortunent is too late for inclusion in the public
record, but we want to say that we believe the law is
a good law and that it should be administered so as
to make it tough on fathers and ex-husbands who
shirk their family responsibilities.
Some states have laws that provide that the
district attorney shall assist mothers in the collection of family support money from their exhusbands. In many cases, the families become
dependent upon taxpayer-funded welfare aid programs when the ex-husbands fail to provide.
The new law will make it easier to recoup
payments from fathers and so will lighten the
burden on the taxpayer. That's good. The military
services must not be a sanctuary for those who
would escape their civil responsibilities.
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That was the baciispremed for Kan:body's Thankagivng Day canvasslions with his Uwe, children. As the
senator late described it to aides, son
Patric* noted that with his parents'
divorce inunineed and his father out
cmi non-stop campaign trail. "I'll be
alone "
lea
Yet, in some early -warning
telephone calls to key supporters this
week, Kennedy dwelled lees on
parental duties ( where be has been
exemplary) than on digests for
another national debate over what
kind of a man he is or is not. He opened onesuch eall bp Ming he wants to
be president sem day and hinted he
would be tryiag for 1964 if -they"
would let him campaign on the
issues.
What issues? He told one supporter
he would rejoice if the 11114 campaign
could be a referendum on national
health insurance. But that theme
would bring groans from party
strategists desperately seeking new
campaign themes and party offer-

heartline

Carrying out the law
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None of this seriously troubled
Kennedy's inner circle until after
Thankagfrebsg. His staff unanimously
recommended that be run and pro!erred similar advice from politicans
not in the Kennedy orbit. Private
polls handed Kennedy revealed no
sag in his (=tunes against Walter F
Mondale, who was shown slipping
rather than rising in New Hampshire's vital first primary. More
campaign staffers here being hired,
and negotiations were underway for
downtown Washington campaign office space.
However, Kennedy's unprecedented lin television commercials attesting to his good character
(ostensibly for his reelection in
Massachusetts, actually targeted to
neighboring New Hampshire) may
have backfired. Pollster Patrick
Caddell's still-secret findings showed
good voter reaction in New Hampshire. But screening these TV spots
for the press(to Caddell's rage) only
revived the character issue.

-

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartllne, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 453$1. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am 54 years old
and drawing unemployment benefits
from the Railroad Retirement
Board. I recently interviewed for a
Job, but after hearing all about it, I
decided I didn't want that job, so I
turned it down when it was offered to
me. Now I think I may have made a
mistake which could cause me to lose
my unemployment benefits. If a person is drawing railroad unemployment benefits, is he required to accept any job offer? J.S.
ANSWER: Generally, you are required to accept or look for suitable
work. This means that you may
refuse work: (a) for which you are
not qualified by training, education
or experience; or (b) if the working
conditions are unsafe. However, if
you refuse suitable work without
good cause, you can be disqualified
from receiving unemployment
benefits for 30 days.
HEARTLINE: My husband and I
have a common-law marriage. We
have three children. The state in
which we live does not recognize the
validity of common-law marriages.
Under the circumstances, if my husband became disabled or died, would
the children be eligible for social
security benefits on their father's account? K.L.
ANSWER: They may be. In many
states a child born of a common-law
marriage may be recognized for inheritance purposes even if the states
does not recognize the validity of the
common-law marriage. If the child
has inheritance rights with respect to
his father and he is living with or
receiving contributions from his
father, he can receive dependent
children's benefits.
Even if the child is not eligible
under the applicable date law, there
are four other alternatives. U your
common-law husband has been
declared the father by a court action

or ordered to pay support because he
is the father, or if he has acknowledged the children in writing, the
children can qualify. In addition, if
you have other evidence to show that

he is the father of your children and
he is living with or contributing to the
support of the children, they can
qualify for benefits on his earnings
record.

looking back in murray's past
Ten years ago
Dr. Ray fitofield, chairman of the
Department of Communications,
Murray State University, has been
elected first vice president of the
Kentucky Association of Communication Arts.
Deaths reported include Harold
Poyner,66.
Mrs. Harlan (Helen) Hodges was
presented the "Outstanding Citizen
Award" and Clarence Horton the
"Mr. Woodman Award" by Camp 592
of Woodmen of the World.
Births reported include a boy to Dr.
and Mrs. David Parker, Nov. 17.
Dr. Donald G. Hughes participated
in an Infectious Disease Seminar,
sponsored by McKesson
Laboratories of Acapulco, Mexico.
Twenty years ago
The Varsity Theatre burned last
night in sub-zero weather completely
destroying the building and its contents.
Deaths reported include Mrs. W.A.
Bell, 82, Lee Parker, 81, Charlie W.
Johnson,64,and Galan Wilkinson,86.
Finalists for Shield Queen at Murray State College are Marcia
Chumbler, Liz Bevins, Nancy
Farley, Joy Fentress and Ann
Wrather.
Modene Grogan is worthy matron
and Charlie Lassiter is worthy patron
of Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 Order
of the Eastern Star.
Murray High School Tigers beat
MaYflekl 45 to 36. High teen scorers
were Don Fought! for Murray and
Roger Fields for Mayfield.
Thirty years ago
Eltis Henson, director of field services at Murray State CoLlege, has
been named state chairman of Committee for Parent Education for
Home and Family Life of Kentucky
Congress of Parent-Teacher Association.
Deaths reported include Finis
Holland, 79, Mrs. Pleas ( Annie)
Jones.70, and Mrs. Terry Pogue.

Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. William Cole, Dec. 8, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Hall, Dec.
9, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Boggess, Dec. 9.
Installed as new officers of Murray
Chapter No. 92 Royal Arch Masons
were R.H. Robbins, Dick Sykes,
William Sims, Milburn Holland,
William Solomon, Robert Holland,
Otto Swann,Louis C. Ryan, Nat Ryan
Hughes, Norman Klapp, Paul Dill,
A.G. Walton and Duel Humphreys.
Mrs. Henry Dumas and Mrs.
Charles Guthrie presented a lesson
on "Lamp Shades" at meeting of
West Hazel Homemakers Club at
home of Mrs. Bob Moore.

Inp different from standard Kew
nedy liberalism at a time wheel the
economy may well have revivedlU
the tall'locals.
The widespread rebel of prominent
Democrats is response to Kennedy's
withdrawal, consequently, derived
not only from finessing yid mother
dissection of the
star's character
but from the hope of developing new
Issues Washington-bas•d
Democratic power brokers who had
acquiesced in the inevitability of
Kennedy's nomination now feel
eenencipated
Mondale, the new frontrunner,
must /kide whether to continue his
premed course of drifting gingerly
toward the middle at the risk of
sacrificing Kennedy's grief-stricken
liberals. But even if Mondale keeps to
the left to secure the Kennedy
strength, neither he nor his party
need now fear a character inquest

today in history
By The Assachited Press
Today is Monday. Dec. 13, the 347th
day of 190. There are IS days left in
the year.
Today's Highlight in History
On December 13. 1981 - One year
ago: Polish authorities issued a
decree of martial law and impended
the activities of the trade uncle
Solidarity.
On this date
In 1710, the- Austrian Netherlands
declared its independence, becoming
Belgium.
In 1811, Union troops were defeated
by the Confederate Army near
Fredricksburg. Va.. during the Civil
War.
In 1944, a Japanese suicide plane
crashed into the U.S.S Nashville,
killing 138 crewmen on the light
cruiser,
In 1971, the United Nations General
Assembly approved a resolution calling for laraset withdrawal of territory occupied glace 1867.
Ten years ago: The Apollo 17
astronauts, on the last U.S. moon
mission, unveiled a plaque on the
lunar surface dedicated to peace.
Five years ago: The US. State
Department said Soviet planes
delivering arms to Ethiopia were flying over some countries without permission and filing misleading flight
plans.
Today's birth& ys Secretary of
State George Schultz Is 62. Singer
John Davidson is 41.
Thought for today: ''The bed way
to cheer yourself up is to try to cheer
someone else up." — Mark Twain,
U.S. writer (11354910)
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thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
Management folks like to talk
about "leadership styles," a term
that generally includes study of how
decisions are made, how people can
best be motivated by their bosses,
and how to evaluate how well such
motivation has worked.
The ancient Persians had a style of
decision-making that is no longer
recommended. This description
comes from the Greek historian
Heredetus, writing in The Persian

It aim their general practice

weight when they are drunk
and then on the morrow, when
they are sober, the decision to
which they came the night
before is put before then by the
master of the house in which it
was made; and if it is then approved of, they act on it; if not,
they set it aside.
Heroclotus added that this process
was also used in reverse If they
made an important decision when
they were sober,"they always reconsider the matter under the influence
of wine "

to deliberate upon affairs of
Letters to the
Write a Letter
editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters mud be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040. Murray. Ky.
42071.

A "thoughful" present for the holiday season would be a copy of
"Thoughts in Season," a 260-page
paperback book complete with Ken
Wolfs columns from the past 34
years. Cost of the book is $5 and may
be purchased at the following locations - Murray State University
Store, Bookmark. Calloway County
Public Library and Readmore in
both Murray and Paducah. Proceeds
Iron the side of the book will support
the Murray-Calloway County Comprehensive Care Center and the Need
Line Association
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Anniversary event planned Sunday

Community calendar

Mr. and Mrs. Monroe
Wilkerson of Coldwater
will celebrate their
golden wedding anniversary on Sunday, Dec. 19.
An open house will be
from 2 to 4 p.m. at their
home on the Bazzel
Cemetery Road.
All relatives and
friends are invited to the
event, hosted by the couple's children.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilkerson
were married Dec. 17,
1932, by Judge C.A. Hale.
Their attendants were
Ruth and Ernest Kelso
and Mr. and Mrs. Ezzir
Turner.

Monday,Dec. 13
Tuesday,Dec. 14
Wedneaday,Dec. 15
Wednesday,Dec. lb
Rho Chapter of Alpha is scheduled to meet at 8 of
Mrs. John Livesay.
Murra
y -Calloway
Delta Kappa Sorority will p.m. at western portion of
County Hospital Auxmeet at the home of Livestock and Exposition
Ladies day luncheon iliary will have a potluck
Doralyn Lanier.
Center.
will be served at noon at luncheon at 11 a.m. in
Oaks Country Club. Education Unit, Third
Calloway County High
Senior Citizens centers Bridge will be at 9:30 Floor,
of hospital.
School Band will present will be open as follows: a.m.
a concert at 7 p.m. in Dexter at 9:30 8.M.;
Hazel and Douglas
Laker Gym.
Hazel and Douglas from
First United Methodist Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis Men will meet at 6:30 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. for acNorthside Baptist from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
p.m. at church.
tivities by senior citizens.
Church Women will meet
at home of Kathy Mohler.
Christian Women's
Club of Murray, KenRecovery, Inc., will tucky, will meet from 10
meet at 7:30 p.m. at a.m. to noon at Calloway
Health Center, North Public Library. Nursery
Seventh and Olive for preschoolers will
be at
Streets.
First BaptistChurch.
Mrs. Wilkerson, the
Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
Sigma Department of
former Clellon Cochriun,
Women'
s
Guild
will
of
meet at 8:45 a.m. at the home of Frances Hulse
St.
Murray Woman's Club is
is the daughter of the late
Leo's Catholic Church on Thursday, Dec. 16, to go to Kenlake Tennis
schedul
ed
to
meet at 7:30 will have
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
a potluck lun- Center for play. Substitutes will be Pat Greer and
p.m. at the club house.
Cochriun. She retired
cheon at noon.
Jerlene Sullivan. ;
from the Merit Clothing
Tuesday,Dec. 14
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Gayle
Co. in June 1974 after 26
Senior Adults of First
Reconciliation service Foster, Cathy Young, Frances Hulse and Vicki
years with the company.
Baptist Church will meet will be at 6:30 p.m. at St. Miller; Court Two — Gaye Haverstock, Janice
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Wilkerson
at noon at Fellowship Leo's Catholic Church.
Mr. Wilkerson is the
Howe, Vicki Baker and Norma Frank; Court Three
son of the late Clint and ly Gray Wilkerson of Yp- grandchildren.
C,ochrum and wife had Hall.
— Janie Ryan, Marilyn Adkins, Judy Latimer and
silanti,
Mich.,
and Ted
Assisting at the open their golden anniversary
Murtie Wilkerson.
Mothers Day Out will Bobbie Weatherly.
Ray Wilkerson of Col- house will be Shirley on July 30.
Community Improve- be at 9 a.m. at First BapHer sister,
They have one dwater.
Rule, Pat Wilkerson and Mrs. Ezzie (Marelle) ment Volunteers of tist Church.
daughter, Mrs. Gerald
Mr. and Mrs. Wilkerson Pam Wilkerson.
Turner and Mr. Turner Murray -Calloway
(Shirley) Rule of Col- have seven grandMrs. Wilkerson's
Group II of First BapCalloway County Association of Retarded
dwater and two sons, Bil- children and 10 great- brother, Nathan Cord had their golden wedding Chamber of Commerce
anniversary on Nov. 19.
will meet at 4:15 p.m. at tist Church Women will Citizens will have a potluck supper on Thursday,
Commerce Centre.
meet at 2 p.m. with Dec. 16, at 6:30 p.m. at the Comprehensive Care
Velma Wisehart.
Center,704 Main St.
7:15,9:15
Homemakers Clubs
Jane Hart of the Kentucky Department of ComKenneth E. Winker, prestige rankings of jour- will meet as follows:
Story Hours are munity and Consumer Education will be the guest
ColJr., instructor in the nals in their field.
dwater with Mrs. Bobby scheduled at 10:30 a.m. speaker.
Criminal Justice ProSince coming to Mur- Adams and Paris Road and 3:30 p.m. at Calloway
NICK NOLTE
gram at Murray_ t.41,g. ray State in 1980 JAI-. with Margaret.
apach at Public Library.
Is a cop.
University, has had a Winker has had papers 11 a.m.
EDDIE MURPHY
paper accepted for and a book review
Murray Branch of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Auxiliary will
Is a convict.
publication in the Journal published in three
Groups of CWF of First AAUW will meet at 7:15 have a Christmas potluck luncheon on Wednesday,
of Criminal Justice,an in- Criminal Justice jour- Christian Church
They couldn't
will p.m. at home of Sue Par- Dec. 15, at 11 a.m. in Education Unit, Third Floor,
ternational publication nals. He also has had a meet as follows:
have liked
of the hospital. All members are urged to attend, a
I in sons.
affiliated with Academy paper published in a book home of Mrs.
each other
spokes
man said.
John
Bethel
Baptist
Bible
of Criminal Justice entitled The future of Quertermous at
less...
10 a.m. Study will meet at 6 p.m.
Sciences.
Criminal Justice.
add III in O.B. Boone's at home of
David CunnHis paper analyzes
He is a Doctoral can- Sunday School room of
ingham.
data from a nationwide didate in the School of church at 7:30 p.m.
Two groups of Christian Women's Fellowship of
survey of members Criminology at Florida
First Christian Church will have meetings on TuesWednesd
ay,
Dec.
•IARA MO UN T
15
TURI
belonging to the State University. He will
Eva Wall Group of
I
Dairy Wives day,Dec.
Academy or the be leaving Murray State Memorial Baptist Church
willci lee
tt at 10 a.m. in the home of Mrs. John.
Homema
kers
Club will
American Society of at the end of the fall term Women will have
a meet at noon at Sirloin Quertermous with the program to be by Larrie and
Criminology as to their and returning to Florida. potluck luncheon
Maxine Clark. III will meet at 7:30 p.m: in O.
at 11 ktockade.
a.m..gt homi of Margaret
Boone's Sunday School Room of the church for a;
TaylorMiirtray — IIijhhol business meeting with Sheila Shaw as hostess
for the ride of your We-.
Tiger
Football Team will before going to the sanctuary for a program by LarAl you need for Christmas WIriew two front
Winsome Sunday be
seats!
honored at banquet at ne and Maxine Clark.
School Class of Memorial 8
p.m. at University
Baptist Church will meet
Branch of Bank of Murat 7 p.m.
'
lie
*-.
4,4a,14'the green door
ray.
The Methodist Men of First United Methodist
$14 DIXIELAND CENTER
Church will meet Wednesday, Dec. 15, at 6:30 p.m.
Mothers Morning Out
CHESTNUT STREET
J.N. Williams Chapter at the church. Warden Gilbert will
be chief cook for
will be at 9 a.m. at First
of the United Daughters the meal consisting of white beans,
ham hocks and
United Methodist Church.
Open Nights Until 8 P.M.
of the Confederacy will cornbread. An election of officers
for 1983 will be
A party will be at 10:30
meet at 1:30 p.m. at home conducted.
(Mon-Fri)
a.m.
A PAPAW rtilfi
PG
•••••••
••P ••••••••••-•-•
Open Sun 1-5 P.M.
.•
Alice Waters, Bessie
Open Saturday
Tucker and Maryleona
10 A.M. -5 P.M.
Frost Circles of First
United Methodist Church
will meet at 9:30 a.m. at
47.11 - /'-`.`es, •
home of Bonnie Jones.
di
• V:
,•
When Jackie Gleason
Faith Doran Circle of
told his son he could
First United Methodist
have any
Church will meet at 2
present he
p.m. at church.
wanted, he
lamp
picked the
The en piece they weeenpeciedb b•is on Mewls ode
Murray Star Chapter
most
Evan tar_
No. 433 Order of the
outrageous
Eastern Star will meet at
gift
7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
of all...

dotebook

Tennis play Thursday

CCARC plans supper

Winker has paper published

. Auxiliary will meet

-•••••••••••••..

so
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c
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CWFgroups to meet

Men plan supper

The boys are back in town.
Nick Nolte Eddie Murphy

Richisrd,014,
Pryor.

ICl
itcIl
Central Center
Outrageously Spectacular!
tOtis4 GEESE
SEAN CONNERY

TIME
ANDITS
7:00,9:10

r

Li0

A COLUMBIA
=)PICTURES RELEASE

ILl flsJ.

@ENO@
he's fighting
for his life.
SYLVESTER
STALLONE

Singles Class of
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ will
meet at? p.m. at church.
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Health Center.
Alcoholics Anonymous

Fl
7:15,9:10

NEW OFFICERS — Installed as new officers of
come " on
• were,
from left, standing, Ingeborg King, advisor, Nancy Mehr, Sal Wynn, Cheryl
biaulty, Kathryn Outland, advisor, seated, Bev Peekenpough and Va Donna
Davis.

New officers installed

•15 9:15+ 2:00 Sat. Sun.
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Officers for the =tartan; Cheryl NaudWelcome Wagon Club ty, publicity; Sal Wynn,
were elected at a recent hospitality.
meeting. They were inNancy Mehr, retiring
stalled by Kathryn president, presided at the
Outland and Ingeborg meeting.
King.
Also attending were
Marsha Dillon, - Madge
New officers are Va Woodard, LaRue
Donna Davis, president; Williams, Stephanie
Jeanette Schwan, first Clayton, Thelma Farley,
vice president; Bev Florence Hensley, Gene
Peekenpough, second Wrather, Shirley Wade,
vice president; Martha Margaret Owens and
Wrablik, secretary; Nan- Vickie Wittenbarger, the
cy Mehr, treasurer; latter two being new
Laura Litchfield, members.

Christmas cards being sent
WASHINGTON(AP)—
President Reagan and his
wife, Nancy, have started
sending the 60,000
Christmas cards on their
list this season.
The cards depict a
water color scene of the
Red Room,are embossed
with the presidential seal

and say, "The president
and Mrs. Reagan extend
to you their best wishes
for a joyous Christmas
and a peaceful New
Year."
The cost of printing and
mailing is being charged
to the Republican National Committee.
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Wedding planned Dec. 31 Special gifts
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Horoscope

Frames Drake
FOR TUESDAY,
DECEMBER 14, 1912
What kind el day will tomorrow be? T.fled eat wtat the
stars my, read the forecast
given fir year birth saga
ARMS
14
(Mat. 21 to Apr. 19) 414.
Students shouldn't let other
worries interfere with- their
studies. Speak directly to
higher-ups for advice about
job matters.
TAURUS
(Apr. 2)to May-20)
Get the facts and figures to
justify your stand on an investment matter. Close ties
may be skeptical.
GEMINI
nsosrc( May 21 to June 20)
A loved one seems troubled
about a job or health concern,
but good news comes that affects financial interests. Use
ingenuity.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 72)
Try to simplify your life.
Too many irons in the fire may
interfere with job concentration. Partners have helpful
ideas.
LEO
Euguenio Delano Rogers
(July 23 to Aug.22)
to marry Gory Dorell Stowe
You're inclined to argue
children now. Keep them
with
mentally stimulatedstimnia,, ks, tn. Miss Euguenia Delana Webbie R. and Verble
His grandparents are
troducing them to7speCts of Rogers and Gary Dorell Rogers of Cunningham, Mr. and Mrs. Wiley Horn
Stowe will exchange wed- Tenn.
amd Mrs. Birdie
your work.
e
ding vows on Friday, She is the grand- Peachtree of Woodlawn,
VIRGO
Dec. 31, at 6:30 p.m. at daughter of the late Low Tenn., and the late
(Aug.23toSept. 22) nP
Sulphur Spring and Modena Gammons of Richard Stowe.
the
approach
innovative
Try an
regarding some small .A.M.E. Church, Cunn- Murray and of Ramey
Mr. Stowe, a 1980
and Anges Rogers of Cun- graduate of Clarksville
domestic problems. Too much Ingham,Tenn.
clutter may impede your at- The bride-elect is the ningham, Tenn.
High School, is a
tempts to straighten things daughter of the Rev. Miss Rogers is a 1981 sophomore attending
graduate of Montgomery Austin Peay State
out.
•
Central High School.
LIBRA
University.
(Sept 23 to Oct. 22)
The groom-elect is the
All relatives and
In communicating with
son of Bertha Stowe of friends are invited to atothers, your timing may be
Clarksville, Tenn., and tend the wedding. No inoff. Be aware of the moods of
the late Joel Stowe.
vitations will be sent.
others before raising important topics for discussion.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21) inAC
It's a poor time to present WASHINGTON(AP) —
original financial ideas to Wingo, Ky., was one of
others. Keep them under 100 recipients of national
wraps for present. Don't get community development
recognition awards in a
aged.
contest
Shfl ARIUS
a/
gP°Pa°red by 414
r
')epartInent •OT finug
(Nov.22 CONC.'21)
UrfignrieVeloptielit.
lion't let"a frierid'i
descending manner inhibit HUD said of Wing°, a
you. This person is just trying Graves County town of
to feel important at your ex- about 500: "A small town
pense.
decided to take an
CAPRICORN
1140 unusual approach to
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
downtown revitalization.
It will be hard to warm up to It located a factory
some people you meet today. downtown to improve its
Still, 'try to remain cordial. tax hash' and increase
Keep your opinions to employment. The city
Yourself
will gain about 50 percent
AQUARIUS
of its total tax base from
!
(Jan. 20toFeb. 18)
the new factory."
No sense spending time with
people you dislike. Before you Eleven of the 500 cities
know it, you're liable to let and towns that entered
your feelings become ap- the contest, including
Louisville, received
parent.
special
notice as comPISCES
shley's airtight cast-iron doors and exclumunities that stand as
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X
sive patented downdraft system extend
Though a friend has good models of cooperation
fire-holding capability to 12 hours and more
advice about a career matter, between government and
while automatically maintaining the heat level
you'll still meet with the private sector.
ou select! Amazingly economical, too, with
disreputable types in Louisville was
users reporting fuel savings of 50 to 75 per cent!
business. Be on guard.
recognized for its
Enjoy modern convenience
while you heat with inGalleria shopping and
xpensive, readily
YOU BORN TODAY are business complex.
vailable firewood.
lucky at taking chances, but "By spotlighting these
AMERICA'S FAMORITE
Install an Ashley
sometimes you do not accept projects we will help hunnd save!
HOUSE-WARMER
responsibility for the results of dreds and hundreds
of
yoir actions. You're adven- other communities
to
turous and not happy in undertake
local versions
routine work. You may be
that fit their own cirespecially talented as a seller
cumstances,"
HUD
and
bonds
also
of stocks and
may have acting ability. Secretary Samuel R.
202 So. 5th St. — 753-4872
Pierce Jr. said.

0

41244k

Wingo
gets
award

PURDOM'S
INC.

BEVERLY HILLS,
Calif API — Need a gift
ler that pet Jaren ea your
Mt' How about Beverly
Hills Kitty Litter —
shredded money from the
Federal Reserve Board
A football fanatic Wee
like the Sport Hoes, a
$49.91 computerised
bullhorn which broadcasts insults and also
PlaYa college Uhl $OW,
marches and various
ethnic tunes.
The Items are part of
the stack in trade of The
Price of His Toys, just
one of the swank shops of
Beverly Hills trying to
satisfy the expensive, or
simply strange, whims of
the well-to-do this
Oriatmas.
The Price of His Toys
bills itself as a toy More
for men. Indolent duffers
might enjoy its Lazy
Golfer, a $50 club with a
reel holding 50 feet of

card atiedeed es • golf ler liba.
ball
There are pigmy al exFor the corporate pensive trinkets fee sale
climber there's the es nearby Reds* Drive
BOOM!, a ell Cartier', lsr inetaire.
wood's it•in wtict has all Murat geld pew
resembeee an cordlear/ omit to the shape el the
paperweight but Arse off Disney character
bunnies cords as if they "Goofy .•' inlaid with
diamond" and nation and
were missiles
priced at 13.30
Another big seller is a
At Jerry
810 board game called goid fox Magnin. solid
-hoot cuff links
Mid-Life Crisis, in which with
eyes made of rubies
players attempt to CO
far VAS
=Tollgate the shoals a/
Ewan Bausch and Lamb
middle age without going ia est
fee geld die year bankrupt, getting divorc- selling a
lindted edlliem el
ed or carting iip
solid-gold sunglasses
Alvin Kupperman, with gold-tone Image
manager of The Price of They're $1.11110, but you
His Toys, says his mat get two came
expensive item — a
At David Orton the emsophisticated home com- phasis is on sterling
puter and communica- silver - telephones.
tions system — costa stethoscopes and, of
$10,000. BM it's gifts in course. ping ping paddles
the $25-to-$100 range that with sterling silver
are making it a "very handles
good" Christmas mason
Alfred Dunhill's hand-

crafted crerwahr attache
case with Ma-karat geld
Baum cvMe • emery
moss,locking•earls
ty of Nokia eeressertes
Dunhill also bes pipes
c•mmetneratilig the
space sheltie sad a
"Show BO Plpe- dieped
hike a inicresheme.
Aaether gni for Ike
frustrated entertainer Is
all electronic gismo from
Japan which hoe taped
orchestra recordings ef
lee popular songs. am
electrum- echo chamber
and • nrvertwater The
seer warbles into a
microphone sod The
Singing Machine mixes
the very in with the Oh
cheetra. adds woad effects and spits out •
finished cassette tape
Hal Reach Studio" is sellMg the item for between
PIO and WWI. depeading on how sophbiticated
you want to go

Holiday
Sale
Save 40%

Save 25%

Solid brass accent pieces add a shining touch to any decor. Each a unique
gift they're sure to treasure. At sayings you'll appreciate

on sale' Timely examples
Reg
Sete
Timex• with L E 0 readout.
17.99 13.44
Sigma II deluxe L E
22.99 17.24
Timex' with flip digits
15.99 11.1011
Every digital clock

• r--7
• I_J

Sale 21.99
Heg 26 99 The JCPenney 2 to 10 cup drip
coffee-maker With brew selector. brew-lustfor-two feature, and automatic switch from
brew to keep-warm

Save 510
Sale 44.99 Reg 54 99 T he JCPenney food
processor does a gourmet chefs lob, With
measuring cup pusher large food chute
pulse or continuous-on Chopping blade
slicing/shredding disc included

'ant'IOraiding
Polly gvicCoy's

\\

of Puryear,Tenn.

is Now Open
For Business!
Come Visit Our Family Restaurant,For
The Best Selection of Seafood, Steaks
and Sandwiches in the area!
Joe and
Hela Stroud
Owners

Tuesday Night
Special
Boiled
Shrimp
All Yo§Can Eat

$ 95

JCPenney.

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone(502) 759-4080
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CHIROPRACTIC OUTLOOK

North For* News--

Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
BACKACHE REL1E}
A healthy body begins with a
properly aligned spinal column.
Each nerve cable emanating from
your spine carries some 300,000
tiny nerves. Small wonder you're
mal nerve impulses. Correcting
a "bundle of nerves" and arc
spinal misalignment can relieve
difficult to live with when you
painful. irritating backaches. Your
have a spinal misalignment.
chiropractor may also suggest
A misalignment of one or more
ultra-sound, biofeedback, mcdi ta•
spinal bones (vertebrae) causes
tion, or nutritional counseling to
irritation or pressure on the nerve
help strengthen, stretch and
that leaves the spinal cord through
balance your spine, restoring it
an opening bctwccn the vertebrae
(and you) to health.
(pinched nerve). An adjustment
helps corrcct and normalize this
Presented as a service to the
community by
impinged nerve supply. Normal
function returns to the organ in
Broeringmeyer
exact ratio to the return of norHealth Awareness Center
4 Miles East on Hwy. 94
Phone (502) 753-2962 Out of State 140041111-33116
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Hours: 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday thru Friday

-41,11+44106a,

Many persons visit in area residents'homes
and Mrs. Glynn Orr,
Rickie and Brian Orr and
Mitch Sykes.
Mrs. Linda Orr and
Mrs. Jewel Key recently
visited Mrs. &vie Wilson
at Paris Manor.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Wyatt and Glynn Orr
were recent guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Hope Key.
Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Phelps of Waverly,
Term., and Cindy Phelps
of Nashville, Tenn.,
visited the Rev. and Mrs.
James Phelps and attended the fellowship supper
at North Fork Baptist
Church on Nov. 20.
Recent guests of Mrs.
Jessie Paschall were Mr.
and Mrs. Gaylon Morris,
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins, Mrs.
Eva Oliver, Mrs. Cooper
Jones and Ann Paschall.
The Rev. and Mrs.
Glynn Orr had as recent
guests Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Mills, Mr. and

By MRS. R.D. KEY
Dec. 1,1116
Mr and Mrs. Ralph
Young of Covington,
Tenn, and Mrs. Steve
Lusk and baby of Chattanooga, Tenn., visited
Mr. and Mrs. Mabern
Key the weekend of Nov.
21.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Wyatt of Nashville,
Tenn., visited Mr. and
Mrs. Glynn Orr of
Puryear, Tenn., the
weekend of Nov, 21. Other
visitors were the Rev.
i"

t!Plk__LlI 4111.11,11if

..11

WEEKLY SPECIAL

'

,t•- •

PRE
/CHRISTMAS SALE'.

(Dec. 12 - Dec. 18)

SHIRTS

.11‘

MANY ITEMS THROUGHOUT
THE STORE REDUCED

20% OFF

MON -SAT 8 A.M. TO 8 P.M.
CLOSED SUNDAY

OPEN SUNDAY 1-5 p.m.
NIGHTS 'TIL 8 p.m.

Rent Your
Santa Claus
Suit Early
Call 753-1805
Now For Your
•School
*Church
*Party
Kappa Dept.

SHOP DOWNTOWN

Free Gift Wrapping

Settle-Workman . .
ACROSS

THE STREET FROM THE BANK
Of MURRAY WHERE YOUR
...../..,""S._'"'"..i
..
BUSINESS IS ALWAYS
Aga A" 11vr:.;•:
)
•••'.4"'"ii
A,1
,:;r•;,----lier,1 4Wmqk
APPRECIATED
ilks.:
,
Is,
*-4,„F.--.").t'
.....
Loi,
'

GRAHAM ft JACKSON

...44
...-•.
I

For The Particular Mon
DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CENTER

;i1 II #111,IA11II/ 111,/.11111111 1.1J1111!Al GIIL11.44-11,NAL" til

11UPFUITIJ

r4

D 8,t T
Warehouse Foods
623 Sovtli 4th

Pepsi
Diet Pepsi
Mt. Dew

Mrs. Glynn Orr, Mrs.
Bertie Jenkins, Mrs.
Jessie Paschall and Mrs.
Jewel Key.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenny
Jenkins, Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Jenkins and son,
Adam, Mr. and Mrs.
Terry Orr and Mrs. Hilda
Orr were recent guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins.
The Rev, and Mrs.
Warren Sykes and Mitch
Sykes had a ham
breakfast with the Rev.
and Mrs. Jerry Lee and
daughter, Tabitha.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Sykes, the Rev. and Mrs.
Warren Sykes and Mrs.
Jewel Key were recent
guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Tony Sykes.
The Rev. and Mrs.
Jerry Lee and daughter,
Tabitha, had lunch with
Mrs. R.D. Key on Friday.
Mrs. Charlene Whitford

11121 114

d'I'1

'

LOSE WEIGHT!
For your good looks
and good health.

IT'S A
NATURAL
CALL
753-0020
We Have Christmas
Gift Certificates

Murray, iy.

many each der spawn
at different eriere4,.
will also go on swear
meat tours. They oil
visit Switzerland,
Australia, France and
Belgium.
Get-well wishes to all
the sick and shutins in the
community.

Exhibits
planned
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The first in a
series of six art exhibits
in the state Capitol was
inaugurated Thursday.
The exhibits in the east
foyer of the Capitol will
feature Kentucky artists,
with each exhibit running
for eight weeks.
The six landscape artists featured in the first
exhibit were on hand for
Thursday's ceremonies,
along with Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr.
Work for the first exhibit was selected by
guest curator Jan Arnow,
executive director of the
Art Center Association in
Louisville.
The artists whose work
will be displayed through
Feb. 28, 1983, are Ann
Stewart Anderson and
Beatriz Candioti of
Louisville; Ellen
Glasgow and Erika
Kaiser of Frankfort;
Jack Meanwell of
Southgate and Ann
Tower,of Lexington.
Kay Lowe, conunissioner of the state
Department of the Atis,
said "We originated this
project to offer the public
a wide range of Kentucky
art work to enjoy" —
METEORITE
The largest known
meteorite weighs more
than 60 tons — almost,as
much as 35 full-size cars
— and lies in Nambia in
southwestern Africa.

otiSALE NOW!

Lynn Grove Large

1 19

leCA.:NTHET:‘

kiff_11/14

It's The Total
On The Tape
That Counts

Prices Good While Supplys Last!

8 Pac
160i.
Plus
Deposit

and children, Matt and
Josh, spent the weekend
with Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Paschall and attended church at North
Fork.
Kenny Hopkins of Ohio
was a recent guest of
Mrs. Rufus Hopkins and
Mrs. Ovie Wilson. Other
visitors of Mrs. Wilson included Mr. and Mrs.
Hubert Deering and Clerris Wilson.
Mrs. Myrtle Vandyke
of Murray, Mr. and Mrs.
Bennett Fortune and
Steve Sills of Paducah,
and Mr. and Mrs. Mark
Paschall were recent dinner guests of the Rev. and
Mrs. Terry Sills of Draffenville.
Mr. and Mrs. Terry
Day and Mitch Sykes
were recent supper
guests of Mrs. Joetta
Paschall, Marilyn and
Steve Paschall.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Paschall have been
notified their son-in-law,
Mike Pistilli, and granddaughter, Pam, from
New Jersey will be going
to Germany Dec. 4 for
two weeks in his work.
Pam will be staying with
a German family with
three teen-agers and will
be going to school in Ger-

/)14K Gold

Do,594

Eggs
5 Lb. Yellow Onions 78'

hathar

Aris.PBracelets
>

Turner

Turner

Turner

Duncan Hines

Buttermilk

Sour Cream

Ice Milk

Cake
Mix

8 Oz.

Lipton 100 Ct.

Royal Heart

Tea Bags

Turkey Breast

Parker Blue Ribbon

Popcorn

5-7 Lb. Average Lb.

$1 89 $1 39

r,

10 Lb. Can

Chef Way Cooking

Bunny Brown N' Serve

Field

Field

Oil

Rolls

Pro Leaguer

Bologna

98

96

2 Pkgs. For

i

Mon Sot
1000-8:00 Fri.
1:00-500 Sun

LAST DAYS
Out $

Of
tBusiness Sale

Palmy

Towel

Chips

Margarine

59' $109

7
Martha White

Flour

120z.

Frito-Lay
Lay's

Reg.$1.2989

48

1 Lb. Pkg.

Entire Uniform *
Dept.

70% 0„
Entire Sportswear
Dept.

White

60% off

Potatoes

Potato Chips

84

5 Lb.

Baker Chocolate

Jumbo Roll

80z.

Mb

Hi-Dry

libV1num

Kraft Phil.

Cream
Cheese

89

10 Lb.

Store Fixtures
* For Sale
IL._
IL_
pp

er nriteorlifiriT,LI{IIIITTIVC11/1F1111:111111.110IIPIII Pl r

Lci11 t riffat

Murray, Ky.

k**************3

1 29

120z.

Proct

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Cents(

Hours:

10:00-6:00

A Perfect Christmas Gift
For The Person Thots Hard
To Buy For.

Meat Salt 50 Lb. $3.75

169

OFF
Our keg

$450

Old Fashion Orange
Slices Lb. 69'

48 Oz.

• .50%

884

49

99

1/2 Gal.

Layaway
Now For
Christmas

1 11 P131'•
it roMJIt ,

Clothes Racks
Standing Rock
4( Display Cases

4(

t******* **

*
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER.
ACROSS
1 Wedding
words
4 $un god
6 Lit
11 Human being
13 Downy ducks
16 -ever in Ptah
166oednellured
18 Note of scale
19 NH's neighP1 Weep
22 Footweer
24 Apollo's
mother
26 Seines
26 Clumsy craft
2P Vilorship
31 Depceits
33 Abbr. on•
ship
34 Scolds
36 Traded for
money
38 Exists
40 Tardy
42 Less good
45 That woman
47 Obstructs
etto Abound
50 Path
52 Facial
features
54 Both of us

55 Teutonic doh,
56 Germ free
59 Hebrew letter
61 Becomes
ewers of
63 kaer
66 Sowed
66 For example
Abbr
67 Poem
DOWN
1 Demon
2 Destined
3 — else
4 Cote
dwellers
5 Foreigner

6 Refunds
78.5
8 Roman date
9 Mariner's
direction
10 Mistakes
12 Bye
14 Searches for
17 The sweet20 British
school
23 Exclamation
24 Tra follower
25 Spoken
27 Pack away
30 Mild
expletive

32 Narrow
Manna
35 Most vapid
37 Tripewit
41/
.3111Possms
41 frelaint

• December U.lin
mud
57 Goff mound
58 — Dorado

80 19More
62 Compass Pi
64 Act

EEC EUZEC CC
COL LLEUC CC
LPULLL L.I.A2LEL
- EL LELLL
Lae LC LLLEG
idiCC COLL CLUE
43l
UC CUEGGLL CO
through
CUOC
UPC
44 Printer's
COMO UC ELLO
measure
UCCOE
46 See 44 Down
MOUE MELLUU
44
51 Actual being
UU COM= COL
59 Plod through
DU OUCEC BCC

Pole remembers work with country's Solidarity trade union
CHICAGO(AP)
year SOD today, Aadreej
Jannekovesid steed in a
amok crowded cal in.
Pekin prison, listening as
a voice on a tiny
loudspeaker breadcast
the obitaary el the independent trade onion
Seilderity.
ft was the first day of a
jemmy that eventually
led him into exile UM
miles tress home Like
hundredsstelms who Bed Poland Istleurisi the
martial low crackdown,
Jannekowaid has watched his people's struggles
Irvin a foreign land.
Today, more than any

NAM MM AMAAW
MEW= WIMEMW
WM MMUS= WM
WW AMMO AAMM
WORM WMMW WM,
AIMMW MEOW
WIMMW WMIld
other day, he will
remember what happenWW WEIN WOMWO ed
in the early morning
WINN WMUMM derbies@
a( Dec. 13, 11111.
MONA WNW am
"The security men
to my apartment
•WWMIOMMW WW came
just
after midnight," JarWMWMMM WMMOMM makowski recalled,
WEE= WM AMIE speaking through an in-

largroter. "flay Odd me nab
to pack up mil awls with
thew the' ~ad law
was impend sad Ian
yin to jell"
'Merl took aslea vas,
jest me and a kw security guards," he and.
—Through the window I
casd see lots af ether
vans, alined a motorcade. It was all the ether
people who W.fe balms
reminded up and takes in
Jarinakowski, a ISyear-old history prefewer, was wrestled ter
his wart with Selidarity.
He had green lip la am atmosphere where cowi.
Lion to the government
was considered Wand.
even for children.
During student stein
in March 1948, Jag.
makowski was a tow
agar. But be joined in. "I
went out in the streets
and threw stones at the

lIbor•ImIg did

hid protenser. be helped
rib* an miderpmeed

As an imiergradeets at

Gana thditersIty. he

Rd Ott blew knell!
was kevelved with a dui- sales leader Lech
diet rem iket aided Walesa, Jarmakowskl
wedeln Bred ler Alb. Efted Ine tbn spotlight
imji War,mbib as
whin he
the Ione

alibi V I Lail Shipyard
la &bask le August NIL
hi the heady nom that

whet started as
a symbolic protest
awing the thing el a
disside•i w•rk•r
blowout. Olio•*Om

A JOB YOU KNOW IS DONE
WELL. BECAUSE YOU DID IT
YOURSELF.
easy to Clean
Rug DOOM en•11111
pate and uphOleeee v in rout piousr
auto end R v Do it yourself end
tVw
l
i
em
;WEIL
.

Rug Doctor.
at
753-6201

ir

Nod ei Obol

111111111.1111
RENTAL SALES

CENTER

200(Main

Prbctical pleasures

$9. Musk Oil Gift Set for men 2 oz after
shave/cologne, 1 oz deodorant stick, skin
moisturizing balm
$S. Andron Gift Set for men 2 oz cologne,
1 oz deodorant stick

OM.Andron Gift Set for women
or spray
cologne 4 oz perfume
7.50. Jovan Musk Oil Gill Set for women
oz cologne .oz perfume

Sale 14.40
Get her holiday spirit in motion With separates
tailor-made for today Motion Pant- and its
easy-care partners Like Motion Blazer' and
Motion Skirt" All of stretch-woven polyester
And to top it off right. a print or ruffled WOW.*
of UltreSsafl polyester Misses' sizes
Reg
S166
Motion Pant'
14.40
Motion Skirt"
$18 14.40
Motion Blazer
$506(1M
Print blouse
$18 14.40
Ruffled blouse
$20 16.00

$18

JCPenney THE CHRISTMAS PLACE
• IWO.i C PertnevCamp*nyInC

Share the warmth in the spirit of giving Give
her one of Our heavyweight robes An at 20%
Off All full length In easy going fabrics. like
Arnel• triacetate/Fortrel• poly Or Dacron•
poiy/cotton Here's a sample for misses and
juniors' XS,S.M.L
Reg
sm.
Trimmed fleece wrap
135 201.00
Braid trimmed zip-front
142 33.80
Trimmed wrap
33.60
/42
Quilted zip-up robe

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone(502)759-4080

$28 111.99

sports
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!Talley'trip shades MSU holidays
; Survivors of their first
road test of the year, the
; Murray State Racers look
toward the Christmas
; holiday season with a
leery eye on the -Death
; Valley" trip Friday and
Saturday.
"We'll find out in a
hurry if there is a Santa
; Claus," Racer coach Ron
'Greene said, thinking of
; his team's games at
'
• Eastern Kentucky and at
Morehead State. "It used
'to be that you could enjoy
. Christmas, but now you
don't know whether you
can enjoy your candy and
nuts or not."
Murray State emerged
from a tough 81-78 win at
Bowling Green last Monday night with a four• game wnning streak and
a 4-1 record. The team
finished its preconference schedule on
the upswing, taking a

tight victory from a
talented squad, after
blowing out their three
previous opponents.
I'm glad we learned a
lesson and won," Greene
said of the Bowling Green
game, in which junior
guard Lamont Sleets led
the way with 18 points.
"This type of game
should help us grow as a
team.
"Considering the quality of the teams we've
played, we're pleased
with our record, but not
satisfied. We still have
some work to do before
our first two OVC
games."
Sleets and senior teammate Glen Green were
rewarded for their hot
starts this season by being named co-winners of
the first OVC Player of
the Week award. Through
five games, Green leads

the team in scoring with
an 18.2 average, and is
shooting over 50 percent
from the field. Sleets is
averaging 17.6 points, including a 32-point outburst in the victory over
McNeese State.
Those two, along with
senior center Ricky Hood
(17.6 ppg. 10.8 rpg), were
chosen as members of the
preseason All-OVC team,
and all have lived up to
expectations.
"It's difficult to key on
any one of our players,"
Greene said, "because
we have three players
who are capable of having a big night. But our
bench has been important, too. This may be the
best balanced club we've
had in terms of starters
and non-starters."
Hood leads the OVC in
rebounding with his 10.8
average. He, Green and

Sleets all rank amoung
the top seven scorers in
the league.
A pleasant surprise has
been sophomore forward
Vada Martin, who has
started all five games
and scored a career-high
12 points in the victory at
Bowling Green.
The Racers will have
over a week off to take
final examinations for the
the fall semester and to
prepare for the Death
Valley trip. Playing at
Eastern Kentucky and
Morehead State is one of
the most difficult ways
imaginable to open conference play.
"Eastern is a much improved team," Greene
said. "We're really going
to have to play our best
game of the season in
each of our next games."
Coach Max Good's Colonels rely on solid scoring
from 6-3 senior guard
Jimmy Stepp and 6-4
sophomore forward Kenny Wilson. The big man
inside is 6-9 senior center
Jim Chambers, while

point guard John
DeCamillis, the conference leader,in assists,
directs the attack.
After the contest in
Richmond, the Racers
travel to Morehead to
tangle with the Eagles of
Coach Wayne Martin.
Morehead State, picked
second in the preseason
coaches' poll behind the
.Racers, plans to bring the
San Diego Chicken to the
Academic-Athletic
Center for the game.
Junior Guy Minnifield,
one of the most talented
guards in the league,
paces the Eagles' attack.
Minnifield averages
nearly 15 points per game
and leads the OVC in
steals. Newcomers Earl
Harrison and Jeff Tucker
give the Eagles dependable rebounding, the
biggest weakness of last
year's Morehead team,
which finished fourth in
the conference standings.
Tipoff time is 6:30 p.m.
((ST) Friday in Richmond, and 6:30 p.m.
(CST) Saturday at
Morehead.

Beal drives UK past
youthful Mini,76-57

s

Ask us for details!

PEOPLES JBANK
MURRAY
461.6. FM(

MY.

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Dicky Seal's
natural assets include
speed, leaping ability
and, this season, a hot
shooting hand. But the
Kentucky
, guard says
entertainment is his long
suit.
"I just try to make
things exciting for the
fans," said Beal, who
powered No. 2 Kentucky
-to a 76-57 thrashing-of Illinois on national television.
"Coach (Joe B. Hall)
has given me a good
chance," Beal said, "and
I just try to get in the
'genie and do the best I
can."
Beal certainly did his
best Saturday. He came
off the bench to score a
career-high 14 points
against the Illini, hitting
five of six field goal attempts.
Beal had six of his
points while Kentucky
was scoring the last 11
points of the first half,
blowing open a close
game to take a 34-22
halftime lead.

"Beal was no surprise," said Illinois
Coach Lou Henson. "He
is an excellent player.
"We first wanted to
play his drive (to the
basket) and, second, to
play his outside shot. But
he's a great penetrator."
Illinois had won five
straight games since an
opening loss to Vanderbilt. But the Illini couldn't
match Kentucky's depth
or front-ling strength,
Henson said.
Illinois trailed just 23-22
when Beal hit two
straight baskets to start
the 11-0 run. The outcome
was basically decided at
that point and- Kentucky
was enroute to its fifth
victory in as many starts.
Charles Hurt added 13
points and nine rebounds
for Kentucky, while Jim
Master and Melvin 'rurpin scored 12 points
apiece.
Freshman forward
Efrem Winters had 13
points and seven rebounds to lead Illinois.
Jay Daniels finished with
12 points.

BOARDWOR1C — Murray State defenders Vada Martin (35) and David
Youngblood (behind) make rebounding tough for a recent opponent in Racer
Arena. Friday and Saturday the Racers take their act on the road to two Ohio
Valley Conference sites — Eastern Kentucky (Friday) and Morehead State
(Saturday). The Death Valley trip will be the first OVC games ft/1" biSU this
season.
File photo by Jim Rector

'Birds-Bruins clash 'interesting'
By The Associated Press
Athletes in Action
Coach Wardell Jeffries
said he would love Co see
the Louisville Cardinals
face the UCLA Bruins
Dec.28 when the two college basketball powers
hOok up in Los Angeles.
Vbffries-, Otiose team
was creamed 101-80 by
Louisville Saturday
night, said the Cardinals
and UCLA, which
defeated his team 95-66 on
Nov. 16, are very much
alike.
"UCLA and Lquisville
are very similar," Jeffries said after Saturday's game in
Louisville's Freedom
Hall. "They both have
their power where it

should be — at forward
and center — but they
both have good guards,
too, and they love to run.
"UCLA has just as
much depth as Louisville,
so it ought to be a very interesting game."
Louisville, 5-1 and
ranked 13th among major
college teams, led only
48-42 at intermission, but
blew the game open in the
final 20 minutes. Lancaster Gordon scored 16
of his game-high 29 points
in the second half.
Charles Jones added 20
points for Louisville,
which had five players in
double figures. Rodney
McCray and Milt Wagner
each had 11 points while
Scooter McCray con-

Dec. 10th - Dec. 20th

30 Minutes
Or Free

Order a 16" 3-item or more
pizza and get a 12" cheese
pizza free. No coupon
necessary. Don't forget, 4
free Pepsi's with our 16" pizza.

Dominos Pizza would like to invite
you to try our friendly 30 minute
delivery. If your pizza does not arrive
within 30 minutes from the time you
placed your order, its absolutely
free.

Not Valid With Any Other Offer

Limited Delivery Area

Just A Phone Call
Away...

Dec. 10th - Dec:20th
6 It 4

Call Us 753-9844
810 Chestnut Murray

6 Free Pepsi's With Purchase of
16" Pizza
New Hours
11:00 a.m.-1:00 a.m. 4 Free Pepsi's With Purchase of
Sun.-Thurs.
12" Pizza
No Coupon Necessary

11:00 a.m.-2:00 a.m.
Fri. & Sat.

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

Our Drivers Carry Less Than $10

j

"Domino's Pizza Delivers"
Not Valid With Any Other Offer

tributed 10.
Wilbert Singleton
scored 15 points for
Athletes in Action, a
Memphis-based traveling
band of former college
stars who work with the
Campus Crusade for
Christ. Jim Pannagio added 14, Rick Swing 13, Antonio Martin 12 and L.A.
Smith 10.
In other weekend
games involving Kentucky's major-college
teams, Old Dominion
downed Western Kentucky 75-66 at Old Dominion and Toledo defeated
Eastern Kentucky 55-52.
The Old DominionWestern Kentucky matchup at Norfolk, Va., was
the first Sun Belt Conference game for both
teams.
Senior Mark West
scored 20 points, pulled
down 16 rebounds and
blocked five shots for Old
Dominion.
Bobby Jones hit three
three-point baskets and
finished with 18 points for
the Hilltoppers, 4-3
overall. White added 17
points.

maz
Today's

lowestpriced
pickup!"
1983

Mazda 62000 Sundowner

$5288

t

Good Tbru Du. 31, 1982
Standard features include:
.5-speed overdrive
•Steel-belted radials
•5/
1
211-14 wheels
•Swing-out side vent.
windows
•Tinted glass
• Breathable vinyl 3passenger bench seat •In-box tie-down bars
• And much more!
&Art mr 1,101 t Karp-,
Tar. 16 ense iç4i..nntta
mfrs. suweVes1
'•ELpsesi I %II u.rmsarrson
and prod" on/mg See kr.
triad
totsvur deal

Carroll Mazda
000 Chastain
Mirror
753-8850
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EKU earns right to play for 1-AA title
RICHMOND, Ky.(AP)
— It was nip-and-tuck for
Eastern Kentucky Saturday night when quarterback Tuck Woolum had to
during Eastern's

Nicky

Yeast, blew

scoring

two

opportunities

while Woolam's head was
clearing.
"I got hit in the head,

I-AA

and I got knocked crazy a
little bit," Woolum said.

playoff game with Ten-

"When it happened I had

nessee State after taking

lost a little of my senses."

leave

Division

NCAA

a blow to the head.
Eastern, who pulled a

When
Roy

a

one-yard

run

Kidd

Coach

removed

Woolum, so went
Eastern's effective pass-

13-7 victory out of the fire
on

Eastern

by

Mg game. Woolum was
replaced by freshman
Portale, who hadn't
attempted a pass all
season.
"We took our passing
game out of there, but we
made up our minds if
Woo/um didn't get back
we were going to put it
back in," Kidd said.
The win moves Eastern
Kentucky, 12-0, into next

Wichita Falls, Texas.
Eastern Kentucky

Mark

Henderson
path for the
game's only score, but
you won't find his name
listed in the New England
Patriots' program.
The 24-year -old
Henderson became an
unusual hero for the
Patriots Sunday when he
drove a tractor onto the.
field with less than five
minutes remaining and
cleared snow from a
small area during a New
England timeout.
John Smith then kicked
a 33-yard field goal from
the cleared spot, lifting
the Patriots a 3-0 upset
victory over the Miami
Dolphins.
"I saw arms waving
me out," said Henderson,
a member of the Schaefer
Stadium maintenance
crew.
Henderson, of North Attleboro, Mass., told
reporters he couldn't
stick around for postgame interviews because
he was due back at Norfolk State Prison. He said
he's serving a 15-year
sentence for burglary,
but is on a pre-release
program that lets him out
for school and work
assignments.
New England Coach
Ron Meyer later admitted he waved Henderson
onto the field to clear off
the snow, but insisted he
would have done the
same in a similar situation for the Dolphins.

cleared

a

Miami Coach Don
Shula, who watched in
dismay as the path was
cleared for Smith, was
distressed with the situation.
NFL action Sunday
also featured victories by
the Washington Redskins, Los Angeles
Raiders, New York Jets
and Cincinnati Bengals
that virtually sewed up
playoff berths for them
with 5-1 records.
The Redskins beat the
St. Louis Cardinals 12-7;
the Raiders whipped the
Kansas City Chiefs 21-16;
the Jets stopped the Tampa Bay Buccaneers 32-17
and the Bengals defeated
the Cleveland Browns 2310. Only three regularseason games are left in
this strike-shortened
year, and 16 teams will be
in the playoffs.
In other NFL action,
Denver defeated the Los
Angeles Rams 27-24; Buffalo blanked Pittsburgh
13-0; Detroit routed
Green Bay 30-10; Atlanta
crushed New Orleans 35); Minnesota edged
Baltimore 13-10 and Seattle tripped Chicago 20-14.
In action tonight,
Dallas visits Houston.
In Saturday games, the
New York Giants beat
Philadelphia 23-7 and San
Diego outscored San
Francisco 41-37.
Redskins 12, Cardinals 7
Mark Moseley kicked
field goals of 32,30, 20 and
24 yards to lift

The Lady Laker
freshmen won, 51-23,
behind the nine-point output by Anita Hill and sixpoint performances from
Sherri Gallimore,

the

The Colonels got the
winning points when, on
fourth down. Yeast

third-quarter touchdown

pass to Mike Jones. That
69-yard drive was keyed
by running back Larry
Kinnebrew, who finished
the day with 124 yards on

as

the

terception 14 yards for a
Cleveland

pulled

to

34-year-old

within 14-10. But Breech
kicked field goals of 44,21

ground. Kinnebrew
earned four times for 22
yards in the scoring drive

the

and 36 yards to seal Cin-

and

kicker within two of

NFL's record. He

cinnati's victory.

now

Broncos 27, Rams 34

has a string of 18 in a row,
two fewer than kicked by

Steve DeBerg equaled

Garo Yepremian, for the
Miami Dolphins and New
Orleans Saints.
Bengals 23, Browns 10
Pete Johnson and Ken

also caught two
passes for 16 yards. His
second reception moved

an NFL record for con-

the hall to the Eastern 6yard line and Jones

secutive

scored on the next play.

pass

comple-

tions in rallying Denver
from a 21-0 deficit over

Rams.DeBerg completed his last 17 passes to
quarter touchdowns and tie the standard set by
Jim Breech booted three Bert Jones, then of the
second-half field goals as Baltimore Colts, in 1974.
Cincinnati defeated Overall, DeBerg hit on 23
of his 31 throws for 307
Cleveland.
Browns safety Clinton yards and two
Burrell returned an in- touchdowns.
the

Anderson ran for second-

Eastern took a 7-0 lead
in the first three minutes
of play, driving 5.5 yards
in

five

plays.

Woolum

passed 38 yards to tight
end Tron Armstrong for a
first down at the Tennessee State 16, then
scored the touchdown
himself on an eight-yard
keeper two plays later.
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CHRISTMAS GIFT SALE
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Amazing Color Computer for Work or
Radio
Play-25% Off!

As
Soon 09

rv

Cut 25%
29qP

Save$100

It

•

299'
399.95

Exciting! Educational! Useful!

39.95
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• Vivid Color Graphics

r

• Exciting Sound Effects
• Learn BASIC Programming
-
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Kids love pretending they're "DJs". All they have to do is
tune to a blank spot on the dial of any standard FM radio,
then talk or sing away. #60-2109 Battenes extra

li
r
.711‘"

1799..5

Record from radio, 3-speed
changer or "live" with optional
mikes. With two 18"-high speakers, lighted dial, dust cover.
#13-1199

111;411

,
•
Ali

I°
for

PortaVanon' by

149

Reg. 159.95

In

New 22 Models

•0141;

% Financing Available

PURDOM

6

Delivers razor-sharp pictures anywhere!
Built-in sun shade Runs on internal batter-

Wake 'em up Christmas morning with radio or buzzer alarm. Battery
Backup powers clock and alarm if AC fails, Battery Sentiner LED
warns of weak battery. Displays time with a m /p.m indicators or
month/date. #12-1536 Backup battery extra

A.P.R. Mencius Available

Realistic

2O

Save

wilmstiii
i
37!!.95
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New 113 Models 14.9%

5"* B&W TV With AM/FM Radio
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MOTORS INC.

219.95

Cut 24%
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AM/FM Calendar/Clock Radio
-229 by Realistic.
Chronodate
.
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Clannette'-90 by Realistic

7 DAYS A WEEK
t t'(' CONVENIENT DRIVE THROUGH WINDOW ft
NOW OPEN

1,43v
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AM/FM Stereo Phono With
Front-Load Cassette Deck
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Get the family started in computing
at big holiday savings! Just pop in an
instant-loading Program Pak'° for action games, to set up a budget or to
help teach youngsters math. Add
more memory, a printer and Joysticks
for more versatility and more fun! #28-3004

CHARGE IT(MOST STORES)

sirak.

Christen Sheep* - Cos By fir A Takelsas Supper.

Shack

TRS-80'16K Color Computer by

bills all year—no monthly rental fees! Onebutton Auto-Redial of busy or unanswered numbers,
mute button for privacy, electronic ringer with Hi/Lo/Off
switch. Ready to plug in! FCC registered. White,
#43-284. Brown, #43-285
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• Half the Size of Most Phones
• "Hangs Up" on Any Flat Surface

‘s"
SHOPPERS SPECIAL
gar-B-0, Plate
Bar-B-0, French Fries
Baked Beans
Slaw & Med. Brink

Ileemereellad Wipe
amPare011110
Nee Tura GUM&
Ur Oro0 he

C

Most Stores
Open Late
Nights 'TO
Christmas!

ET-100 by Radio Shack

Amberly Moss, Terri
Lamb and Rhonda Lee.
MHS' frosh were led by
Lisa Shoemaker's six
points.
In junior varsity action,
Calloway took a 21-16
decision with Hill again
the lead scorer with
seven. MHS' Sherri Swift
produced eight in the losing effort.

Pro Football

Colloge Deskotball

ed a 7-7 halftime tie on
Brian Ransom's six-yard

Save'10-on.,One-Piece
Mini Phone r,

Calloway wins pair
from Murray cagers
Calloway County's girls
won a pair of basketball
games against Murray
High teams, Friday at
CCHS.

over St.
Louis. Moseley's kicks,
set up by Joe
Theismann's passing,
Washington

brought

wwerreene cam
Retireneolt ArsaMy

visitor's 21.

drove 69 yards in 12 plays bounced off tacklers and
veered into the end zone.
for the winning wore
Woolum hooked up with _ Tennessee State, which
Steve Bird on an 16-yard finished 11-1-1, had eani-

Plow-aided kick thwarts Dolphins
By The Associated Press

Reduce cunent taxes
white setting aside
retirement money

Saturday's dampiseship peas play to move the hall
game ageing Delaware, to the Tennessee Stale 32which detested Leuisisima yard line. On the ant
Tech 174 in Saturday's play. Terence Thompson
other semattaal. The titie bolted 17 yards for the
game will be played in
the Pioneer Bowl at

RD

111

ies, AC or car/boat DC power With earphone 016-100 0•11eries. DC &dopier extra
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Two arrested in connection with traffic deaths
Two people were arrested in connection with
traffic deaths on Kentucky highways over the
weekend, state police
said.
Four people in all were
killed in traffic accidents
this weekend, pushing the

state's death toll past the
comparable figure for
1961,said state police.
A dispatcher at the
Frankfort post said Kentucky's traffic count
stood at 794 at midnight
Sunday, one higher than
the 792 recorded for the

NEW
Japanese

European

Foreign

Service Manuals
"Do It Yourself"
German

Lamle G. Webb of Harrodsburg, was charged
with second degree
manslaughter, but was
released to seek medical
attention in Lexington,
state police said.
Police said a Lawrence
County woman died
Saturday when the car
she was riding in overturned on Kentucky 3 just
south of Louisa.
Terry Marcum, 22, of
Louisa, was pronounced
dead on arrival at a
Louisa hospital shortly
after the 8:45 p.m. accident, officers said.
Her husband, Tony
Marcum, 26, was arrested and charged with
driving under the influence, police said. Marcum was treated at the
hospital and released to
police. Their son, 3month-old Anthony Marcum, was admitted for
observation.
A Louisville man who
was walking along Dixie
Highway in Jefferson
County died Saturday
about a half-hour after he
was struck by a car, said
county police.
Wilbert Kleckley, 62,
was struck at 6:25 p.m. in
the 5300 block of the
highway. He was pronounced dead at 7:08 p.m.
No further details were
available.
A Perry County woman
also died Saturday when
the car she was driving
collided with another car
on Kentucky 15 at Jeff,
Ky., said a spokesman at
the Hazard state police
post.
Clotine Sloan, 48, of
Hazard, was dead on arrival at the Appalachian
Regional Center at 11:40
a.m., he said.

LESTER,THE BUM,SURE
FOUND A BAD SPOT FOR
PANHANDLING TODAY
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Factory Rebuilt Alternators
Generators
Starters

Hours
Mon.Fr
8:00-5:00
Sat
8:00-12:00

Brad Huston Mgr.

Bosch
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41

THE
COMPETITION

AsiP DOWT
EVERYONE
TRY
STAND
NEXT TO
BEETLE

I WANT EVERYONE "Tt7 TRY
AND DO A BETTER JOB

TNAN Ti-1E NEXT GUY!!

MR.BUMSTEAD!

r POUND A E,C)T rLe
WITH A ME55A.GE
IN IT!

0
4ue9b4

MANIESE IT'S A MAP 70
f5l..41ED 7CIEASuRE OR
A MESSAGE PROM A
PIGATE SHIP

2-13
IF Vt./ TRUSTED YOUR SLAVES
WITH REAL weARoN5,
ULRICH, I Mi01-1T BE
XXX CAPTIVE(MAYBE)/
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he wil eat for the rest of his life.'"
Of said coincidence, San Francisco Chronicle columnist Herb Caen chronicled: "Caenfucius say: `Do
not wish to carp, but something fishy here."
Nothing fishy. Mental telepathy is not unheard of
in the case of identical twins.

SouthsWe Manor
Murray, Ky 42071
502-753-2353
Baja Kits
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WISHING
WELL

Factory Rebuilt Engines
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same tinie last year.
Kathy Gail Sanders, 20,
of Burgin, Ky., was killed
Sunday night when the
car she was a passenger
in ran off Kentucky 33,
one-half mile north of
Burgin,state police said.
The driver of the car,

PItACTIC IN6 DIMON6
CHRI5TMA5 WIREATH5

By Abigail Van Buren

Abby, Ann -Are TwinS
Through Thick and Fin
bEAR READERS: In my column for Nov. 5, a wellto-do widow wrote: "On my demise, I would like to
use my estate to better humanity. What are your
recommendations?"
My reply in part: "In my opinion, the most rewarding gift is helping people to help themselves.
('Give a man a fish and he can eat for a day. Teach
him to fish and he can eat for a lifetime.') Support
scholarship pregrams and make education available
for students who are eager to learn and qualify
scholastically but lack the funds."
On the very same day, Ann Landers, in response
to.a reader, wrote: "Your letter brings to mind an
old Chinese saying,'If you give a man a fish, he will
have food for one day. If you teach him how to fish,

***
DEAR ABBY: I am disgusted with people who moan
that everything is so expensive these days they can't
afford to give Christmas gifts this year.
In the last four years I haven't been able to buy gifts
either, but I didn't give up. I made my own.
Last, year l ynacle, 4..pairsofwittens. and 11 pairs of
slippers out, of, my odd q imIct en,41§, pf yarn. This year I
made homemade jellies and jams when berries were in
season. So, please tell those people who say they can't
afford to give gifts to get their talenta together. A gift
doesn't have to be expensive. It's the thought that counts!
GIVING ANYWAY IN IOWA
DEAR GIVING: Not everyone can knit, crochet or
even make jellies and jams. You're right, however,
when you say it's the thought that counts. So what's
wrong with a note or a card that says simply,
"Thinking of you — with love," or "Best wishes" or
whatever is appropriate.
•••
If you hate to write letters because you don't
know what to say, send for Abby's complete booklet
on letter-writing. Send $2 and a long, stamped (37
cents), self-addressed envelope to Abby, Letter Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

1981 Buick Century Limited
Dark Blue, blue cloth, tilt, cruise, power
windows, power door locks, AM-FM
casette, wire wheel covers.

25,xxx miles

How to get money out of
your house without selling it
You simply come to us for a homeowner loan backed
by your equity. With real estate values up, you probably
qualify for a much larger loan than you think. So the
equity in your house is like money in your pocket ...
a lot of money to be used for any reason you might
have. Call to find out how low your monthly payment
could be.

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

ALCor Aitrw

641 S. Murray
4141:31F

E.T. toys top Christmas sellers
By C.W. MIRANKER
Associated Press Writer
E.T. toys are the
Christmas season's bestsellers at some stores
across the nation, but
other retailers say sales
of the big-eyed, spindlyfingered creatures are
nothing to phone home
about.
Spinoffs from the
runaway hit movie "E.T.
the Extra-Terrestrial"
are getting a mixed
reception so far. Some
stores say all E.T. products are sell-outs, some
say one or two items are
hot while the rest are
duds, and some have cut
prices in hopes of
boosting dragging sales.
"It's the No. 1 selling
toy for us," said John
Bogle, manager of San

Francisco's F.A.O.
Schwartz. "We get 96
pieces on Thursday and
they're gone on Saturday.
... I hope they have a sequel."
At Kansas City's
Dreams and Things,
"Everything with E.T. on
it is hot," said manager
Mickey Coulter. All its
dolls are sold out, and
"pick-up items" like
pens, erasers, pencils and
stickers are going fast.
"For stocking stuffers
they're great," he said.
But a toy store owner in
Mt. Shasta, Calif., has cut
prices 50 percent hoping
to unload a surfeit of toys
he considers overpriced
and poorly made.
"There are 10 E.T. gifts
for every kid," said John
Pola of the Pola Bear toy
store.

Clean up for energy savings
Did you know that a dirty, clogged filter !r) your central
heating system can cost you money?

When the filter becomes dirty, it puts a strain on your
system, causing it to work harder an use more energy
To keep your system working
efficiently, check the filter
regularly When it becomes dirty.
clean or replace it

FA&

Remember, keep it clean Your
heating system will work more
efficiently, and you'll save on
energy costs

CREDFDIREFT
OF AMERICA

IWve got your loan
In Murray:
Suite 2, Bel-Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-5573
s..

IV4
West Ky. Rural Electric Coop Corp.

753-5012
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Timber products imiiortont exports
WANENGTON(AP)—
Timber products.
ing from hardwi
=
selected from anall farms
=to 61/0 100 of
fir cat ban vast
Westenr forests, are
becoming increasingly
impatient as U.S. exports,,
In all, the total value of
Umber products exported
last year was about VI
billion, says the
Agriculture Department.
Japan is the leading export market for softwood
logs and lumber, pulp
chips, wood pulp, and
paper and board products. Western Europe is
a leading market for
wood pulp, paper and
board products, and
smaller ?mounts of
lumber and plywood.
The USDA's Foreign
Agricultural Service says
that exports of solid wood
products alone are worth
about $3 billion a year to
the forest industry. And
sales are expected to at
least double by the end of
the decade.
Fifteen trade associations representing forest
products are participating in foreign
market development pro
jects, according to an article in the current issue
of Foreign Agriculture, a
monthly magazine
published by the agency.
Last year, it said, the
largest share of solid
wood exports was comprised of softwood logs —
more than $1 billion in
value. The remaining $2
billion consisted mostly
of softwood lumber and
plywood, hardwood logs
and lumber,and veneer.
Japan took $1.28 billion
worth Of solid wood products in 1981, including
$823 million worth of softwood logs.

"There is potential for
Wcraming the U.S. share
of the PS baan.1141Ponese
market for weed pro
ducts, partieukuly the
products—
rumetrd
, plywood, veneer
and particle board," the
reportaaid.
But before this can be
done, some "signiftcant
trade barriers" mast be
overcome. Those
high Japanese

plywood, veneers and
=melamine
West Germi
2
ii
represents another
market for U.S.
wood. the report said.
Shipments of veneer,
mostly hardwood, accounted for 34 percent of
the sales of solid weed
shipments to West Germany last year. It is Need
primarily for furniture
and paneling.

Another promising
market is Velveteen
bocesso at "a tremordoes domed for
huts," the
report said.
U.S. credit
s=
for exports or
lumber and plywood to
Jamaica, Argentina, Colombia, Uruguay and
Venezuela also have
helped boost interest in
Latin America.

Programs boosting sugar prices
WASHINGTON(AP) —
Government programs to
help protect American
sugar producers are
keeping U.S. prices well
above the depressed
levels on the world
market.
But in doing so, those
programs are helping
boost sugar prices paid
by consumers and will
keep prices edging up in
1983, according to
Agriculture Department
analysts.
The reason is that Congress a year ago required
the government to support the price of U.S.
domestically produced
sugar to protect
American growers from
cheap foreign sugar being dumped on the
market.
Since last May, when
President Reagan
ordered emergency
quotas, the United States
has restricted the amount
of sugar each supplying
country can ship into the
U.S. market.
As a result, the world
price of raw sugar —
weighed by another
record crop — has dropped ui around six cents a
pound and is expected to
remain in the range of 6
to 9 cents a pound through

1963, the USDA said Tuesday.
The spot price of raw
sugar in New York,
meanwhile, averaged
20.8 cents a pound in
November, reflecting the
restricted supply under
the quota and price support system.
That was slightly more
than the U.S. "market
stabilization" price of
20.73 cents set under the
support program — the
price at which the
government agrees to
buy surplus domestic
sugar if prices fall short
of the target.
Analysts said retail
sugar prices are expected
to average about 35 cents
a pound in 1982, down
from 40 cents in 1981 and
a record of 42.7 cents a
pound in calendar 198).
In 1983, the report said,
retail sugar prices pro
bably will average 38 to
40 cents per pound but not
reach the record levels of
1980.
World sugar production
— measure on the basis of
its raw value — is
estimated at 98.5 million
metric tons, down 1.5 percent from the record of
100 million tons in 1981-82.
A metric ton is about

2,205 pounds.
The report said that
with world sugar use
estimated at 91.1 million
tons, that means a further buildup in global inventories by the end of
the 1982-83 year next Aug.
31 to more than 41.7
million tons. The excess
was 35.4 million tons this
Aug. 31.
"Sugar production in
the European Community during 1962-83 will likely fall a tenth," the report
said.
The Soviet Union's
sugarbeet crop "could be
about a third hiezttrha
ouns
last season's •
harvest, but beet sugar
output may improve only
14 percent because of continuing transportation
and management problems."
Brazil is expected to
regain its position as the
world's largest sugar producer, with an estimated
1982 output of 9.4 million
metric tons, up 12.5 percent from the previous
season, the report said.
"India's production of
9.7 million tons led the
world in 1981-82, but a
drop of about 1.3 million
is expected for this
year," it said.

analysts, considering all
suggestions, are working
on it.
Block wants to get the
PIK, or "payment-inkind" program going
quickly so it can have an
impact on the upcoming
crop, and he feels he
needs at least some congressional action to do
that.
Butt with solid details
still some time off,
legislative action is
doubtful before the new
Congress convenes in
January.
Although Block feels he

could circumvent restrictive provisions of the 1981
farm bill and implement
the program administratively, he says
he'd be more comfortable
if Congress lifted them.
Those legal constraints
bar USDA from selling
federally owned commodities at less than a set
price and prohibit any
producer from receiving
more than $50,000 a year
in federal farm
payments. A commodity
giveaway would obviously not bring the set price
while the payment limita-

tion would discourage
large farmers from participating.
But the real key to the
program's success is
making the in-kind grain
payment attractive
enough to convince
farmers to participate.
The payment would be
a percentage of the crop
each farmer has traditionally harvested. Block
says it will be less than
100 percent since farmers
won't have any production expenses on the idled
land. But how much less
is the question.

Voluntary restraint agreements may be needed

wastuticrroti( AP)—
Iu
ounced his (earth I.* When peas&
snde us bed most
0. Oct 51, agrtruiture quarterly lmp•
*et weir dos wow
expected to decline nett Secretary Jahn R Block asumage cif the year at pew01 1 3What
year, same officials are
coricerned that farther
restraints may be nesdod
in lie to hoid imports In
check.
So-called "voluntary
restraint agreements"
were worked out with the
PVT MORI DOLLARS IN YOBS WM
major foreign suppliers
ISE RIR SRI SIRVICIIIIISI
to keep 1162 imports —
mostly low-grade beef toCOININININ CRAIN
ed for hamburger — from
f
exceeding levels which
could trigger mandatory
$45° PER ININDRED MINDS
quotas.
The law, which dates
back to 1164 and which
was revised as recently
ticoua itsvig_ckokussees anu &ISO PI AvostoItt
as 1979, requires the
secretary of agriculture
each calendar quarter to
estimate how much of the
elf
meat is expected to enter
the U.S. market during
the entire year.
If any of the estimates
exceed a trigger level set
under a formula in the
Law, the quotas must be
proclaimed. However, a
provision in the law says
that the quota cannot be
set below 1.25 billion
pounds.
The trigger for 1912 was
WITH FARRIS GRAIN 8 TORACCO WAREHOUS1
set at 1.3 billion pounds
for the calendar year. But
as it became apparent
that imports would exceed the maximum And
MOVITIIAL 10.
111111BAT
7114441
trigger quotas, the United
DUI AN CNN a MIS M1N TOIMAX0
States negotiated with
pito OUOTA TONS fit0A4 TO OWAGO IMMO N mum
Australia, New Zealand
al AVAILAlki OSGAM% MIMS
and Canada to hold down

ATTENTION TOBACCO GROWERS

El
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WE NOW HAVE A

NEW LOCATION!

FARilisim.illiarsAFPUOR IS
NOW LOCATED ON INDUSTRIAL RD.
FARRIS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR

Buchanan PURINAI
M
Feed [HS

I

IIIM111111111111111111111111111111111111
"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

Chicken
Farmers want more details about plan Special

By BOB FICK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON(AP)—
Rural America, aching
for econoritio help, is asking a lot of questions
about President
Reagan's still-sketchy
revival of a 1960s program that would give
farmers stockpiled grain
if they slash production.
Despite financial
desperation, farmers
want details before committing themselves to
another of government's
big ideas.
They want to know exactly how much grain
farmers will get, whether
there will be restrictions
on marketing, what kind
of carrying costs must be
borne, and how a major
production cutback would
Affect related farm
business.
"It rattles like money,
and that's what we want
for farmers," says Rep.
Glenn English, D-Okla.
"But they've got to give
us details. We need more
than just a general concept."
Congressional sources
say the 1983 goal is to cut
the wheat harvest by
about 500 million bushels
to around 2.5 billion and
the corn harvest by about
1 billion bushels to less
than 7.5 billion. Reductions in cotton and rice
are also proposed.
The concept is that
farmers who have
already agreed to idle 20
percent of their land in
return for some cash
payments and continued
price support protection
will be offered the chance
to idle up to another 30
percent in return for free
grain from the government.
The free commodities
come from huge
stockpiles responsible for
doubling federal farm
subsidy costs in the last
year and plunging
market prices to depression levels. The combination of lower production
and a dwindling surplus
should eventually bring
supply and demand back
into balance, raising
farm prices and slaiihing
billions from the federal
budget.
But as far as the details
go, Agriculture Secretary
John Block says nothing
concrete has been decided, although department

,

BUYERS OF
X.ORN-WHEAT
SOYBEANS

Lay Pellets

$5•25

SO Lb. Beg

7S3-3404

Scratch

$3.75

Southern States

indestrial Rd.

Grain
Merchandising
SO Lb. kip

IMMO AVE. MURRAY.IT.

753.5371

z

GROWERS
LOOSE
LEAF
FLOOR

Now thru Dec.24 Big Savings on Family Gifts
Shop With Us And Save
ladestrial Rd.

753-1423

ahem/

THIS TRACTOR
DOESN'T
CHEW TOBACCO

•

PM WALDROP It ROS AlcCALLON

NOW RECEIVING AIR CURED Si DARK FIRED
AT

2FULL

SERVICE LOCATIONS

GROWERS FLOOR NO. 1 ;::::A°D1A;
4 Ai.PL1 a

GROWERS FLOOR NO. 2

ONE BLOCK AWAY
AT 207 AIAPU ST.

FLOOR CHARGES
Its seat is mounted to the side,
so you can follow the track. And the
Kubota L245HC(High Clearance)
diesel tractor stands 22" off the
ground. That makes h ideal for row
crops such as vegetables and
tobacco.
Standard features include a
25 hp 3-cylinder diesel engine, and 8
forward and 2 reverse speeds. Plus
dual independent hydraulic systems,
and a Category 1,3-point hitch. Rear

503 RAM

PTO powers tillers, sprayers,and
mowers. For high clearance work, there
are speciabzed cultivators and a
fertilizer side-dresser. The Kubota
L245HC is your chance to rise above
it all, while staying on the right track.

KUBOTA'

We're looking for work.

McKee! Equipment
753-3•62

$650 PER NUNDRED POUNDS
FLOOR HOURS 7 A.M. TO 5 P.M. OR ANYTIME BY APPOINTMENT
PHONE 753-3678 OR 759-1707
AFTER HOURS 753-7249 OR 753-$935

GROWERS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
OWNER OPERATED BY ROB MKALLON & PETE WALDROP
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1. Legal Notice
NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The Following
Estate Fiduciary
Appointments Have
Been Made In The
Calloway District
Court. All Claims
Against These
Estates Should Be
Filed With The
Fiduciary Within
Six Months Of Date
Of Qualification.
Richard C. Webb,
CR Box 55, Hamlin,
KY Deceased. Allen
Aldine Alford, CR
Box 55A, Hamlin,
KY Administrator.
Donald A. Jones,
509 Main St., Murray,KY Attorney.
Pamela R. Hill,
Rt. 1, Box 124A,
Murray, KY Guardian For Heidi A.
Wilson aka Heidi A.
Hill, Rt. 1, Box
124A, Murray, KY
Minor Child.
Sallie Flora
Moore, 405 N. 5th,
Murray, KY
Deceased. Buel E.
Stalls, 407 N. 5th St.,
Murray, KY Executor. Robert 0.
Miller, 201 S. 5th
Murray, KY Attorney.
Bill Cain, 310 S.
8th, Murray, KY
Administratrix.
Robert 0. Miller,
201 S. 5th, Murray,
KY Attorney.
Floyd Dell
Elkins, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, KY
Deceased. W.C.
Elkins, 1311 Wells
Blvd., Murray, KY
Executor. Robert
0. Miller, 201 S. 5th,
Murray, KY Attorney.
Martha S. Carter,
711 Olive St., Murray, KY Deceased.
Johnny L. Reagan,
1118 Fairlane Dr.,
Murray, KY Executor.
Joseph Franklin
Holsapple,- Rt. 8,
Box 290, Murray,
KY Deceased. Annette Hicks, D-2
Southside Manor,
Murray, KY Executrix. Robert 0.
Miller, 201 S. 5th,
Murray, KY Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL
NOTICE
A Final Settlement of Accounts
has been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by James
Harmon, Executor,
of the Estate of
David S. Harmon,
Deceased.Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in the Calloway
District Court on or
before December
22, 1982, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson.
Circuit Court Clerk

1. Legal Notice
LEGAL
NOTICE
A Final Settlement of Accounts
has been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Pat
Trevathan, Administrator, of the
Estate of Ruth
Saunders
Trevathan, Deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway District
Court on or before
December 22, 1982,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL
NOTICE
A Annual Settlement of Accounts
has been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Joyce I.
Kelly, Guardian
For James William
Kelly, Jr. and
Jayson Lee Kelley,
Minor Children. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or
before December
22, 1982, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL
NOTICE
A Final Settlement of Accounts
has been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Mary
Elizabeth Kirklan,
Jerry Fred
Kirkland, and Martha Sue Gamble,
Co-Administrators,
of the Estate of
Fred Kirkland,
Deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in the Calloway
District Court on or
before December
22, 1982, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL
NOTICE
A Final Settlement of Accounts
has been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Mary Jane
Timmerman, Executrix, of the
estate of Winifred
Mary Cunningham,
Deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in the Calloway
District Court on or
before December
M, 1982, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL
NOTICE
A Final Settlement of Accounts
has been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Keeney
Beshear, Executor,
of the estate of Lucy
Beshear Runyon,
Deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in the Calloway
District Court on or
before December
22, 1982, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL
NOTICE
A Final SettleMent of Accounts
has been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Emaline
Compton, Adminstratrix, of the
Estate of Calvin H.
Compton, Deceased. Exceptions to
2. Notice
this settlement
must be filed in the "If you think the idea
Calloway District of personal service
Court on or before is gone, you don't
December 22, 1982, have insurance
with
the date of hearing.
National Life and
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk Accident."
LEGAL
NOTICE
A Final Settlement of Accounts
has been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Lois Luvean Maupin, Executrix, of the
Estate of Harry S.
Rowland, Deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway District
Court on or before
December 22, 1982,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

An NIT ,

Ed Jennings
Box 64
Murray, Ky
42071

Hive S minutes? Coil
759-4441 for on inspirational utessoge to
brighten your day.
Children's tope 7594445.

2. Nonce

2. NOW
CUSTOM

HOUSE
MOVING
Nest e Nesse Moved,
Ilesemout or Fmmidatioa Work.
Mac Gore.
GORE NOUSE
MOVING
901-247-5235
Poryoar, Tn.

Brooksies Orginal Gifts.
E.W. Miller Street,
Hazel, Ky. Open Sat.
and Sun. Hr s.
m.
9 a.m.- 12 a
tp.m.-4130p.m.

GOLD &
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELRY
(Inside Vernon
Western Store)
Olympic Mau
Nrs. 9-9 Daily
I -6 Southey
Need Cash? We buy and
sell Depression Glass &
Fiestaware. Bel Air
Decor Store.
Country singer, will play
for Holiday Banquets
and private parties, etc.
Reasonable rates. Call
Roy Mitchell, 759-1799.

Rent Your
Santa Claus
Suit Early
Call

753-1805

anliMinimmer
WARM UP

Now For Tour
*School
*Gerd
Party
Beppu Dept.
•• •

JEWELRY
mode to yeer
specificetions. We
repair chases, size
rises, sot stenos etc.

with Radiant King
kerosene heaters
10,000 BTU

•,

141"el

FRESH XMAS
FLOWERS
or Christmas Arrungements, Poinsettias and esso
looming plants.

s 1 29"

11,300 BTU
1699'
15,000 BTU
Model $19995
PUROOMS INC.
202 S. 5th
753-4872
~111Mifilimilmmish

753-3251

6. Help Wanted

PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION
AVAILABL1
County trmisit Oty
County Service.
753-972.5

NOTICE
Nor year emenaleaco, Jim
Salter ham oar Silas Dept.
wiN ho at our showroom
from

6:30 PM to 8:00

si

Moadays,

PM

Tuesdays,

Than/lays aosil Fridays.
1111100111S, 01258100111,

PONTIAC, UOILLAC
14,6W. MIMI
7535315

Santa Suit Rental. Mr
Tuxedo. Call 759-4073.

WOULD YOU
LIKE TO
OWN THE
MOST
COMPLETE
STORE
IN MURRAY?
Get in touch with us, and
become the owner of a Montgomery Ward Sales Agency
with a line of over 100,000
items to sell.
We're looking for Sales
Agents - ambitious husband/wife teams with an
urge to break out on their
own. And, we may have Just
what you're looking for
Our unique Sales Agency
Store program offers an exciting opportunity to operate
• business of your own with
a small investment, and also
gives you the opportunity to
take advantage of the investment we've already
made, as well as over a century of Catalog buainesa experience. Once you become
a Sales Agent.'you can um
Wards name, catalogs and
credit. Sell our branded
merchandise, and have acteas to the same systernk,
concepts and materials we
use to operate our companyowned stores Rest of all,
your investment will probably be considerably less
than would be required for a
regular retail business with
similar sales volume
If you are willing to accept
responsibility, in return for
a future in your own
business, we'd like to talk
about your personal
qualifications and give you
more details about our plan
Write or phone today

LOT" Nomblitie
2101 1. &mom 141.

45265
(513)712-5204
Shersavills, OH

30311
:
1

14. Nome Finish"

N.A1ohile Home Rentals

14.2 Cu. ft. General
Electric, frost free. Can
be seen at 709 Riley Cf.,
Murray. 753-6175.

Two bedroom trailer, v2
miles north of Alma
Heights. 753-563..

Antique oak 4 drawer
filing cabinet $250. Call
75.3-1223.
Couch , chair and
ottoman, 2 end tables
and coffee table. Call
436-5433.
Double bed, 2 dressers,
$30. Call 499-2741
Register for free TouchA-Matic lamps. Just
touch lamp and It
on. For more infornSatlon, look at Factory
Outlet ad under misc.

For sale, Wood Stove
Atlanta Homesteader,
used one season, $200.
GE electric dryer, $50.
Frigidaire washer
needs timer, free with
dryer. Polaroid SX-70
camera with carrying
case,$60 Call 437-4999.
Franklin Wood Stove.
753-6613.
Ponderosa Fireplace
Insert with fan. Call
before 5p.m. 759-1047,

17. Vacuum Cleaners

30. Business Rentals

Christmas Special. All
Cleaners reduced, in-,
Mini
cluding repo-vacuum
cleaners, Al condition
Wareham*
Kirby Demonstrator
Storage Space
reduced below cost, 2
For Rest
year guarantee
We
753-4758
have a full line of rebuilt
and used cleaners,
Kirbys, Electrolux,
Filter Queen, Hoovers, 32.Apts. For Rent
Eurekas. We repair any For rent Hamelot
North
make full line of parts. Apartments.
Nice
Call 759-4801 or come by bedroom
townhouses.
Kirby Sales and SerAppliances, central
vice, Court Square.
heat. 1 bedroom apartment also available.
20. Sports Equipment
753-7559 or 753-7550.
308 Winchester, high Furnished nice clean 1
power rifle with scope. bedroom apartment,
single only, prefer
762-4255
male, inquire at 100 S.
2/. Musical
13th.
Baldwin organ, pianos.
Player pianos. Practice
pianos, organs. Your
complete music store
huisMsd Apt across
next to Penney's.
LonardO Piano Co.,
NM I persm sr (oParis, Tenn.
.
153-8250
gle. 753448
Weber upright piano.
5:11PM.
Reconditioned by and
bought from Lonardo'S
of Paris, Tn. Call 753- One bedroom, near
downtown Murray. 7530126 after 6p.m.
4 1 0 9 , 7 6 2 - 6 6 5 0 or
436-2844.
23. Exterminating
Two bedroom apt. Call
753-9208 after 4p.m.
-•
Two bedroom duplex
apt. Northwood Subdivision. 753- 7853.

'

CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
Great income potential.
All occupations. For
information call: (312)
741-9780 Ext. 2554.
Full time position at
Kelley's Termite
Calloway County ASCS
8. Pest Control
office, Bel Air Shopping
Center. 753-1781.
Phone 753-3914
JOB'S. Over 200 OFFSHORE Oil Drilling
Companies listed. De- Free Inspection.
tails, stamp to: OFF- Licensed, Bonded, InSHORE, Box 973, sured. Servall Termite
and Pest Control Co.
Murray, Ky. 42071.
1300 E. Wood, Paris,
Jobs Overseas - Big Tenn, Eddie Williams,
money ..fast,J42111341÷-Ph -;75347M,9
$50,000 plus per year.
Cail 111611324000:-Eld.. 24. Miscellaneous
1358.
CARS $100! TRUCKS
OIL
CO. OPENINGS. $75! Available
at local
Off shore rigs. No
gov't sales. Call
experience necessary.
(refundable) 1-312-931Start immediately. $35,
5337, ext. 177413 for your
000 plus a year. For
directory on how to
information call 1 312purchase. 24 hrs.
920-9364, ext. 17746.
Someone to do light Craftsman 225 Pc. Tool
housekeeping one day a Set w/4 drawer box.
Used 2 wits, like new,
week. Call 753-5870.
550. Inquire w/Dennis
TEXAS OIL COMPANY at Rudo4phs Goodyear,
needs mature person 12th and Glendale.
M/F to sell futl line of
high quality industrial FIREWOOD, good
lubricants. Liberal hardwood (oak,
commissions, protected hickory, etc.) $25 rick.
territory, thorough Delivered. 527-3984.
training program. For FIREWOOD. Seasoned
Personal interview, oak and hickory 18" and
send work history to 22". $29 a rick, GreenA.B. Lins, Southwestern wood. $25 rick, dePetroleum, Box 789, Ft. livered and stacked.
753-9600.
Worth, TX. 76101,
Factory Outlet, custom
9. Situation Wanted
made lamps and
Want to rent small shades. 100e of varieties
available, (including
house in country
489E.T. and Smurt lamps),
2615
lamp repair', shade
repair. Low, low prices,
14. Want to Buy
excellent quality.
Large Luke Skywalker Grand Opening Sat.,
doll, will pay top dollar. Dec ., 4, 9 : 3 0 - 4 .
Call 753-0797.
Mon.-Thurs. 12-4. Fri.
Raw furs, raccoon, red 12-7. Located at Putter
fox, gray fox, muskrat, town on 641 N., I/2 mile
mink, coyote, opossum, N. of MSU Stadium. For
beaver. Owen Mc- more information, call
Clellan, P.O. Box 63, after 5p.m. 753-9786.
Pulaski, III. 62976, Register for free TouchA-Matic lardp.
Phone 618-342-6316.
Fire wood. 489-2615.
15. Articles for Sale
Firewood delivered and
Fr Sale: New ship- stacked. $25 a rick.
ment of desks, chairs, 489-2231.
and file cabinets. Ross
& Sons Salvage. Martin, Humidifier . Sears Con
T N 3 8 2 3 7 . sole Modei, 3 speed fan
with humidity control,
Phone:901-587-2420.
$75. 489-2481 after 5p.m.
Hairstyling Shop and
Equipment. Paris, Raw Fir Hite Fur &
Tenn. Complete-S1,500. Root Co. Paducah, Ky.
3 Stations, 3 Flo. lights, 443-6139.
3 hydrolic chairs, 3 26. TV-Radio
mats, 2 dryers, steel
Shampoo bowl, 4 small Philco 25" color TV,
mirrows, Barbicide dark wood cabinet,
Jars, Bullitan Board works good. $200. 759(small), Uni Perm 1101.
machine, standing tray,
rollers, metal desk and 27. Mobile Nome Sales
chair, standing ash Or rent with option to
tray, 3 trash cans, buy, 2 bedroom, orange
hide a-bed couch, chair, walls, copper wiring, all
coffee table, large glass electric, central heat,
showcase, metal stor- by East School, full
age cabinet, Sears price $9,750, owner
washer and dryer. 642- financing, small down
9856 or 247-3724.
payment,753-5405.
Pioneer amplifier, 60
watts, pro channel, dual 28. Mobile Home Rentals
turntable, 220 heater,
Mobile 'Home 10x40,
120 heater. Call 753-7967.
natural gas, furnished,
nice Mobile Home
16. Home Furnishings
Village. 753-3895.
Air Hockey Table. 2
couches, 1 large chair, 1 Nice twO bedroom
coffee table, 2 end trailer mar Murray, no
tables. 753-9986. Sat. pets. Call 402611.
call anytime. Mon. call Nice *two bedroom
trailer near Murray, no
after 5p.m.
pets. Call 4592611
Antique clocks for sale,
excellent condition, Trailer for rent, see
large selection to Brandon Dill at Dill's
choose from, also do Trailer Ct.
antique clock repair. Two bedroom in Cen
753-6347 after 5p.m. or terridm Subd., Rt 6,
Murray. 502-331-1641.
anytime on weekends.

Pets-Suppliss

Roomstor Rost

Sleeping rooms, refrigerator in hall, private entrance. Zimmerman Apartment. S.
16th. 753-6609.
United Ministry Center,
1611 Olive St. (1 block
behind Granny's Porch)
$295 Spring Semester.
Girls. Rooms available
in Dec. at end of this
semester. House has
titchen, study room, TV
with cable, gas .sptiliahces and air conditioning. 753-3531 or
753-6783.

REALTORS

f".

41. ROM BMW

34. Hanesfor Rent

31 Pets-Supplies
AKC Australian Cattle
Dog puppies "Blue
Heelers". Champion
import working father,
working mother. 4362858
Doberman puppies. Call
before 4:30p.m.
762-6851.
Make that Xmas puppy
a delight forever. Dog
obedience clasSes are
for all dogs age 2 mo.
and up. Mary Adelman.
436-2858.
Minature Dachshund
puppies, 8 weeks old,
had shots and wormed,
$50 each. 753-1308 after

12th at S
TELEPHONE 753-1461

OPPE RE D
Spaciousness,
character, charm
and quite
neighborhood all
combine to make
this four bedroom,2
bath the ideal proprty. Electric heat,
fireplace, large dining room, family
room, ample
storage, plus
upstairs that can be
rented for extra income. New carport
with storage room,
well landscaped
yard. Priced in the
MO's. KOPPERUD
REALTY 753-1222.

Appokitheouts mode
Ii, your ceuveuieece.
Fell time sales
associates evening
*Nes..
WS*WY • • al"
..753772
owns
Win It$1111e

tra Spa

15315111
Asia but . 153-2477

45. Farmsfor Sale
Approximately eight
miles from Murray with
3ver 1,200 feet of frontage on Highway 121
South you will find 'this
36 acre farm. All
wooded and rolling.
Good potential for manmade lake on farm.
Would make excellent
subdivision. $33,000.
Roberts Realty Co.
753-1651.

4p.m.

Pit Bull Stud Service
UKC Registered, "PR"
Pilcher's Roszo. Call
901-587-6032 after 4p.m.
Yellow Nape Amazon
tame and talking. Tame
African Grey, Mexican
Double Yellow head
talking. Tame Mexican
red head. Canary.
Tropical birds of Paradise. 753-4106.
KV-1923
19- TRINITRON COLOR TV

43. Real Estate

33. Roomsfor Rent

4.Roil Estate

One sleeping room, AKC Golden Re
available for male.
ievers, 4 tome le, 3
753-104.
months old, all shots
Room for rent. $ID plus Call 1M$-0036.
utilities. See Bob Collie, d•we
1620 Miller. 4:31)-6p.m

112 N. 12th St. $200 per
month, no pets, references, available Jan.
1st. Call 415-4138
Four bedroom. 1 bath,
gas floor furnace. 308 S.
16th. Coleman Real
Estate. 753-909$.
Near Aurora, 6 yrs. old,
3 bedroom, electric and
wood heat, viater furnished. $160 plus deposit. 4.42-5647.
0 On South 12th Street
753-4356
Three bedroom house
near Ky. Lake, washer
and dryer included,
deposit required. 753896-4 after 5p.m.

FOR RENT

Model

SHIRLEY
FLORIST
500 N. 4th

Before Xmas Sale. 20.
off everything in, store,
sale runs Dec. 9 through
Dec. 19 only. Including
oak furniture, glass,
china, lamps. Paris
Landing County Store
on 121 at Paris Landing.
Call 901-642-8119.

:11E

(measured diagonally)

• Trinitron one-gun/one-lens picture tube
• 14-pushbutton Express Tuning
• Soft-touch system for instant channel selection
• Semi-automatic electronic channel presetting-any
channel can be set on any pushbutton
• Alpha-1 chassis with higher component integration
• Low power consumption, easier servicing
• Econoquick system to conserve power
• Vinyl walnut veneer on wood cabinet

11111.11.711111=1111111r
1S
RIT
450
°Ut
ig
•
Office Coast to Gest
layers from Everywhere

1900
1912 Coldwater Read

Nalisblo Service Shwa

kaatacky 42071
(502)753-01116
daytime
JOEL

KENNON

Broker

1 411

W. Main

753-3682

Licensed & Beaded

PIONEIER1
es-ao
tu STEMI/AM RAMO/CASIII
. Tit
• Metal TaM Capabilrty
• DlleCI Source Selection
• Manual and ALC Record
• Mum Search
• One Button Record
• Lrght Touch deyboatO
• Separate Bast and Treble
• Damped Door
• Retractable Carry Handle
• Analog Meier L and R
• (hotter Tam Counter

Save

A
-19r Ar, $80"
%.1•1111111MMINI=7,
_

• MK MIX VPILifne COntrOl

• Balance Coded
• Buel-oT CondorlS4,MKS
• 2 Want • 2 Watts Poe,, Output
• two .1k. 12CM) Nal COM Speakers
• 3 Way Power Usage

•

OetiiutJacks

Reg.$299"
Only $21995

Many Models
To Choose From °iiN

AIL

40

We have just made an extra special
huy on Pioneer car and personal stereo's.
Shop and Compare, you'll find that we
sell for less .-and with service. "Expert

21-Ft. Reel Ught

Heavy-duty trouble light features retractable cord
that stores in steel reel case. With 'Witch, grounded
metal duard sod tool tap outlet.
212

MUrraY
ct!Sat
.
81

Auto

Installation Available"
"We Service Only What We Sell"

World of Sound
753-5165

222 So. 12th

VVPSVINIM-Vid
/ Happy Anniversary
David & Judi

%VIM

M

and Doll Furniture
for a nostalgic Christmas
Court Square rt
tr
Antiques & Gifts
Court Squat*

753-7419

c'
•/.

BIKE

For Sale. Runs on electricty. Runs 8 hours before
needs recharging. Runs 35
m.p.h. Good condition.

Call 7534092
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cza.A6
44.10motkr Sit
Under Architectural
Master
Contemporary
the piece.
style 5 bedroom home in
exclusive subdivision.
Mistletoe... 5380 so ft of Haim area
with ail the amenities
. what a perfect for luxurious family
living. One of Murray's
time to give her a finist, most unique
Keepsake diami?nd horn•s. Phone
engagement ring. (753-1222) Kopperud
Rainy for a personal
All Keepsake per- impaction
fect diamonds are At last, a home of your
permanently regis- awn under $20,000
tered. with a Within walking distance
downtown, hospital,
lifetime guarantee to
etc. Neat two bedroom,
for perfect clarity, 3ne bath home with
fine white color and electric heat. Large
precise modern cut. upstairs storage, room
with outside entrance,
See our collection could be made Into
soon! efficiency apartment
Well landscaped lot
with large trees. Owner
selling for health res asons. KOPPERUD
Registered Diamond Rim; REALTY- 753-1222.
By owner, low down
payment. 4 blocks to
Court House, single
family, 5 bedroom, 2
bath or duplex, 9 rooms,
136,000 1 acre, 2 car
753-2135 garage, fruit trees.
Coed Swore
Owner financing. 753
Trade-Kart
i.
110.000
to
200
II
4307 or 436-5489.
Ittn. from
Merrey
For sale two bedroom
with 3 acres with addition acres available, up
to 87 acres. 753-0974.
Stone fronted home in
city. 2 bedroom, utility
room with dryer hookup, range, dishwasher
and disposal. Outside
storage or work shop.
Priced to sell at $23,500.
Call Spann Realty Assoc. 753-7724.
Two adjacent houses
zoned for professional
office use. Excellent
location on Main street
near downtown. Can be
purchased together or
seperate. Each priced
in the 530's. KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222.
2
/
Two bedroom, 21
acres, 7 miles east of
Murray on 280. 436-2802.
Two bedroom brick, 2
Doss Pen Sets
2 acres.
/
miles out, 31
753-0971.
Pocket Pen Sets
• Cross
What You Seize is What
You Get...Tastefully
Porker
decorated with flowing
•
•• Sheaffer
floor plan. Large eat-in
•
kitchen plus 4-5 beAtteche Cases
drooms, family room or
Desk Sets
dining room, central
gas. Yes, a workshop
too. Dial 753-1/92 and
make this pleasant
drive with us today at
CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jog., Realtors and see
153-1123
314Mã
this home with countless features for the
family that's ready to
have fun. Seize this for
only $45,000.
31 Pets-Supplies
Estate

Stock
Reduction
Sale

ake
40%KeePs
Off
Nationally Advertised Price

M.UNICtri

tate Demos illaZ lxi
settosaatk, !teat ems.
factory air, AM FM
stereo tape. Priced 96
sell by owner. Call
753-1799 atter 5:31
1976 Toyota Cecelia.
Good condition. Call
435-m39.
1977 Cutlass Supreme
Broughton. red, black
top, wire wheels,
loaded. NI options $2,
100. Call 02-1884.
1977 Ford LTD, all
power, priced to sell.
733-1299 or 492-8541
1971 Pontiac Grand
Safari Station *soon.
Phone 733-5699.
1979 Dotson 210 Station
Wagon, low mileage,
one owner, like new,
with air. Call 489-2213 in
Coldwater.
1979 Rivieria, loaded,
30,000 milts. $6,500
firm. 733-8730 After
5:00 753-6965.

Furches Jewelry

I
.,

Twin Lakes
g Office Products

ati*,•;,•40fit44 •;44

R
APPLIANCE
VICE. Ken mor•.
Westinghouse.
liVhIrlpieol. le years
raporionco. Parts and
service. tabby He
Sob's Appliance Ser
vice 102 S. 5th St
753-4872. 753.8886
(home).

a Services Offered

specialitt•

Bob's Home Improvement, 17 years building
experience, remodel
i n51, additions, concrete
work, repairs, general
home maintaince. Call
753-4501.

DONAU
ROOD co.
314-6127

PBM Tree Service,
topping, taking down
and removal. For free
Moises and Vinyl
estimates. Call 437-4887.
silk. and Almesinom
Tree trimming' and
"emoving hedges and
trim for aN Moses. It
shrubs. Free estimates
-ll.
153-SA76.
MA Glover
Will do plumbing, heat753-11173
mg, carpentry, painting
and roofing. Call 753
service.
Appliance
1211.
Washer, dryers
vomor
refrigerator,
freezer,
ROOF
electric heat, and
microwave. All brands
PROBLEMS?
serviced. Call 759-1322.

Service

Need e woad *elides? Boild-op or
Nesideatiol. tete
referents. Call Ilagi
Ootimmi, 7514715 or
753-5076.

Co.

nunisseml rioyl
costa, trim work.
Itotrowss. Call Will El
bloy, 7531M1

43. Real

Purdue & Menem
lowest.

Reel Estate
Seetiskle Coed Sq.
Murray, Kentecky
753-4451

45. Farmsfor Sale
HALFWAY TO
HEAVEN or maybe
row cropeven closer
ping, livestock or a
:ombination of both to b a c c o barn,
rnilkhouse, farrowing
louse, year round
spring-fed creek runs
through the property
into a 30 acre water
shed lake. Oh, yes,
ladies, there is a four
bedroom brick home
pampered by its
3wners. What more
:ould you ask on this 293
acre country estate?
Possible assumable
loan of $152,000 at 7 to a
qualified buyer. Yes,
dial 753-1492 at Century
21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors.

AKC Great Dane puppies, price negotiable.
Call after 5:00, 492-8812.

45. Farms for Sale
Prime pined pleasure is
what you get on these 25
acres. The acreage Can
oe purchased with 1/3
.down and with NO
interest with payments
at $200 per month. Yes,
we said NO interest.
Dial 753-1492 to start
your no interest
Dayments...CENTURY
21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors.

46. Homesfor Sale
2 bath
/
3 bedrooms, 11
rural home with maintenance free aluminum
siding. Perfect starter
home with separate
dining area, central air
heat and dryer hookup. 21/2 acres gives you
lots of room for a large
garden with a one-stall
stable. $15,500. Call
Spann Realty Assoc.
753-7724.

INFLATION FIGHTER
STEREO STORE
Save from 10 to 25% and with service, on all car and home stereos.

Xmas Special

rt".

FOR
SALE

games (ottocimod) 30
30 holy resat with
fireplace-, 2.4
fireploce is liviag
rem, cadre' boat
sod air, intercom,
piesio sad cabiorisisa
locks tiresogiowet, city
wider moiety tales. 1
12 sere let is (mist
selidivisiest 5 wk.
from dowatows less
Maw $25 per Pi. ft. if
massed before Doc.
31.

Owes, 753-4303
Evenings.

While Supply Lasts
$9995

(With perches' get a Rolls Royce or Lineel., Vele* $19.95 For Duly $7.95)
-we Service What We Sell"

"World of Sound"
222 Se. 12th St.

753-5165

4aga OPIUM Wilhar the Ewe.ram is Mir Mal
s*.11 ifraatiadh•
NI. airs las Mop I, Arlie ate fitaramp

stem
We tie any type
of clenning.
474-1131

Mari Mo.*ow See. 11-51311
Fri. NON II p.m.

ogreseseasiet

SWAP SALE dtqa

We will. accept in trade

towards purchase price of new
merchandise old jewelry,
coins,(old gold or silver), gold
hains, antique watches,
depression glass, dishes, botles, rifles, pistols, shotguns,
5 MM cameras or what have
ou.
Trades will be accepted on
tems in both stores.
Bring in what you don't
eed trade it for what you do

--I

iplyriii).‹
Hours 9 9 D IV 9 6 Sundorv

weer ELI 144

SOLA
CALCULATOR'
NEVER
•••

--.. •
• •-• •• ••••

Will haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
Tiasonary sand, coal
:all Layton Hutson
753-4.54.5
Will rake leaves and do
Wier odd jobs. Cali
759 1270.

PAINT INC
INTERIOR

EXTERIOR
PAINTING

WELL
DIEN
Iis spociske la sever

1E611/.0.4AT:a

CARPET CLEANING,
Free Estimates
Satisfied references,
Vibra Steam Cleaning.
(Upholstery Cleaning).
Lee's Carpet Cleaning
753-9127

'sit piss* wells. hiwater
a. .4
water systems.

"SUE
'SCALPS

C••••••••••
••••• .•••••••

Chis••••• le allow.
eattelte hsta

(

• Wee, wear seat%

• Melillo OW caw
salorlar *wild
•0.
• 0••• wawa mho,IOW
• ratan* ,Ibba• ele•••••11

• MO totepartitio• awl•Orb
• C•••••••••st tarreties hanalle
attlih 15,4
• Wier 10't
dopth•

Murray Supply
lost Maio Street

NEM MUIR
101.344.3476

.
44444

6•.•.-/Mitigki 7 Days A link
Mow 753-5351 723-5322

111111LES
If it's with w
electric, thee
the "Rowe%
Mims Glover,
with 2
experience.
se

Bows - Arrows - Accessories - Bea
earson - York - P.S.E. and others
We also have:
Rifles - Shotguns - Pistols - A.munition - Fish* Sappho: - Black
Powder supplies mod Kits.
Free Gift Wnmping

•

SPORT
SPECIALISTS
$01 Chestart
753-0703
Locally owned and managod
Owen Noteworthy
• Jim Pierced

mo. -

ELECTRIC
HEATERBTU's

RECORDS•TAPES•STEREOS

15th

•ea••••

Calor Door

AP~ $
maw in

Taxi Cab Service

10% off all Archery Equipaseet entil Dec.

Venn

SEIM
WWWW
AO KO 03
03011112
11300CD

• haago•
inuele• 11•1101101
• iswavalaraa Lama 'Cameo ••••
•Plaiaterem

Dirisimmi Coster
Chests.,St. 753-0113

Honda X R-81),S200 firm.
Call 753-2473.

trsoistO)
JIM

Dial-A-Service

Sunset Boulevard
Music

S.Auto Services

Mininn
Woes, Meer (ea
••••••••11

err.•

S3. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

Rog. 171.15$110.00

LAY AWAY NOW
FOR XMAS

1-6

Nears: 9-9 Deily

Vernon's Western Store

Pact

100 WATT
Hi-Way Fidelity
Equalizer/ Booster

Caste. Jewelry Mode Ti Veer
Specifications.
We Renoir Jewelry, Shins Rings,
U
Repair, Setting Stows.

Nam

753-3716
753-5222

OCIarion

gray
alayfel and 1411131iy.
IMOI Ma trained Cm
PM MSewer a.m.

Nerringbene, Serpeatine, Box
Rope amiss And Mena More.

)TERN ST01,'

4t.
Op"
,c

OOPOri51ffia1e4
,
I Whet$580,loft,

14 Kt. Gold Chains
Light to Heavy Welskt

GOLD & SILVER
JEWELERS
NeFRNON S

aro, hos moss Prows%

Olynopk Plan

TM Isms

INsint

ik Fre Cstsum

Gold & Silver
Wholesale Jewelers
Inc.

Overby Honda

D••

Dirt Drags 3-Wheeler,
Yamaha 350cc twin,
tube frame, chrome
forks, aluminum
wheels, lots more. $I,
500. 753-3648 after 6.
For sale, 1982 Honda
110, 3 wheeler, like new.
5675. 492-8824.
Honda Express, like
new. $250. Call 753-3621
or 753-418.

DOUBLE D
CUAINNG

▪ inteamor tawap4.41 umemmpars awl mil

O •••••SON

47. Motorcycles

1929 Chevy, 4 dr.,
excellent condition,
looks and runs great.
53,500. Call 753-1n3.
1970 Chevrolet Wagon,
wluggage rack and air.
$300. 753-6241 after 5
1972 Oldsmobile, 43,000
actual miles, damaged
left front. Only $495.
Coleman Real Estate.
753-91198
1173 Oldmobile 98
Luxury Sedan. 1973
Buick Riviera, both 1
owner cars, extra clean.
436-2427 anytime.
1973 Super Beetle VW,
excellent condition. 759
1847 before 5o.m.
1974 Ford Tornio, 4 dr
vinyl top, good condi
tion. $550 or best offer
753-6780
1975 Chevrolet monta
Carlo Landou, good
condition Call 753 8124

peter
▪
aly MI IS pm 11410 lEaam•• .••••••
me al the mat las ant teasamesi amp.e..•
anautrit
usortar
nature. da aim inammiar

ALLPAPERING

Lone comfortable
home, 5 bedroom's a
6th mil as office,
2 baths, two
/
31

49. Used Cars
Pyramid
kfodel 0801 VI_
• 10 band equalizer amplifier
• 150 watts
• 10 LED channel lead indicator lights
•Front-to-Rear Fader Control

.

SALE

s's

!Wei.am limb 1166, Conoina imP••
hooma Espriwe at am arre•Iht
unwise

wit
immiTirririrc
NW Whorwo Mow sem •
ostrowsap S soy mow
:irtvie• saws and
CONMIs 5488postwww
Joao lam 713 AIM
Leidy wools to do
asoosesert. womb walla.
suirlft. WO was, WA
WOW 70TAW

tart* sal the litt Emma&
S wool Awl that Mb*
T
'

Used Intim

Isaias

1101PMMIS
111111 NOWAY SWASON
ItA MIX TOW'S
A NAL011111/111111

aS brawls. kliciallaoPt
TOPPI. Cad ISI-SSel er
11$40.1. Sari Lavoet.

Concrete, Nock, brick,
basements, foun
dation', drive ways,
sidewalks, patios, and
S.
chimneys. Free es
1974 15 passenger Dodge timates. Call 753-5476.
Maxi Van with windows FREE ESTIMATES on
all the way around, all electrical: Plumbing,
good shape, inquire at painting and well pump
Bucy's Market In Alma needs. Licensed. Call
Heights. Day 753-1934 or 7330092 or 753-9473.
night 753-1861.
GENERAL HOME
1974 Ford Van, 6 cylin- REPAIR. IS years ex
arperitr
der, straight shift, perience.
custom paint, good concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
condition. 753-8124.
1974 GMC, straight JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 474shift, 6 cylinder. 759
/359, nights 4744176.
4703.
1981 Scottsdale 1 Ton,
awlsums
with steering, air and
brakes, 36,000 miles.
mo RIMMING
Call after 7p.m.
20 yaws exppiesoce.
492-8808.
Shied floors for

lerstes011weil

31.krvicss011wei

Servica011,61
- work

lb anis. Mao kw Nies
eel maim I 1101/V11
Collimey Casey 1St
Chessawl

•

753-11181

Murray
Police Dept.
753-1611
Emergeocies
911
Calloway
Comity
Sheriff
753-3151

Aluminum
Service
Co.
Abeittes. end Vitpd

Sid*, Cwt..

trim
word. leletteres
Cal MI H

753-0689.

Heating and Air
Conditioning
Soles; Soles and
Modern
Service
Sheet Metol & Service Departments

753-9290

Poison

LEE'S CARPET

Control

Free Estimates
Illbro Stem or
Ookt
Dry Mooing.
Vphoistory 0...-

753-7588

Quality Service
Company

CLEANING

is
753.5527

oleos
Upholstory
los et 7*
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OBITUARIES
HEINOLD COMMODITIES,INC
Mrs. Chambers' Funeral services Buel E. Stalls Sr. dies today
Budl E. Stalls, Sr., 61, Frank Stalls, Knoxville,
Connie Wyatt rites today
407 North Fifth St., died Tenn.; two foster sons, Livestock market
held Sunday
issoicre, vs/ aid asks11•41111lb" Kos&
— gym.64
Services for Mrs. Annie
The funeral for Mrs. today at 4:02 a.m. at Delbert Newsome and tallumbad
'dies Saturday Chambers
Murray-Callow
ay
County Ray Newsome, Murray.
almsaid EIENE west
are today at 1 Thelma Holt Henderson
Hog market
dream ems 1.11
60 00 Ism
Hospital.
p.m.
Also
chapel
the
in
of
surviving
are
two
Sunday
Isolt;
was
2
p.m.
at
in
sway OWE; itaterin-asee
Lourdes
at
Ul13416-06
EL/FILE
The
Murray
man was a sisters, Mrs. Had
D.
agues and
a,tw:
EOM
Filbeck and Cann the chapel of Filbeck and
LOUIEVILLCIrky. 4.11(MY
recolpis coal* sad veva
IOW skagititer
311113;
skailder bob
shasigger

Rd"

Connie Lee Wyatt, 79, Funeral Home. Elder Cann Funeral Home,
,Rt. 1, Almo, died Satur- R.E. Hibbs and Elder Benton. 0 D McKendree
day at 4:45 p.m. at John Mosley are of- officiated
.Lourdes Hospital, ficiating.
Burial was in the Unity
Burial will follow in Cemetery
:Paducah.
• The deceased had been Benton Cemetery.
Mrs. Henderson, 87,
Mrs. Chambers, 94, Hardin, died Saturday at
.a minister of the Church
•of Christ for 63 years, and Benton, died Saturday at 4:40 a.m. at the Marshall
was a member presently 9:25 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
of the Pleasant Valley County Hospital there.
She is survived by one
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs. Kathleen
Church of Christ.
Born April 11, 1903, in daughter, Mrs. Mary Elkins, Hardin; one son,
:Calloway County, he was Harrison, one son, Carl Pat Holt, Mayfield; one
.
.
4the son of the late Daniel Chambers, and one brother, Rollie Puckett,
Thomas Wyatt and Cicily sister, Mrs. Ruby Hen- Hardin.
drickson, all of Benton;
,Dora Cox Wyatt.
Also surviving are
Mr. Wyatt is survived 10 grandchildren; 23 seven grandchildren,
by his wife, Mrs. Johnnie great-grandchildren.
nine great-grandchildren
Darnell Wyatt, to whom
and one great-greathe was married on May
grandchild.
10, 1928; two daughters,
Mrs. Henry (Fannllee
Final rites for Olen
Buchanan, Rt. 5, and Judd
were Sunday at 2
Mrs. Steve (Mary Jane) p.m. in the chapel of
Max
The funeral for Robert
.Roberson, Murray; one Churchill
Funeral Home. Maddox Ford was Sunson, Dan William Wyatt, The
Rev. Elijah Balen- day at 2 p.m. in the
Rt. 1, Almo.
tine and the Rev. Junior chapel of Roberts
Also surviving are one Wallace
officiated. Music Funeral Home, Mayfield.
sister, Mrs. Nonnie Gor- was by
singers from New Gerald Baker officiated.
don, Taylor, Mich.; one Jenny
Ridge Pentecostal
Burial was in the
brother, Obine Wyatt, Church.
Lebanon Church of Christ
Pickett, Ark.; nine
Pallbearers were Noah Cemetery.
grandchildren; 14 greatStallons, Jr., Richard
Mr. Ford, 82, died
grandchildren.
Stallons, Tyrone Stallons, Saturday at 4 a.m. at
The funeral is today at Garfield
Stallons, Kell Community Hospital,
2 p.m. in the chapel of Colson and
Arthur Mayfield. He was a
Blalock -Coleman
Wallace. Burial was in retired farmer and a
Funeral Home. Webb New
Jenny Ridge member of the Lebanon
Hall, John L. Hicks and Cemetery.
Church of Christ.
Jewell Norman are ofMr. Judd,69, Rt. 6, died
Survivors include one
ficiating. Congregational Thursday at
10:15 p.m. at daughter, Mrs. Frederick
singing will be directed Murray-Calloway
County Coltharp, Rt. 1, Mayfield;
by John Wyatt. Jim Hurt Hospital.
one son, Webster Ford,
will direct singers from
He is survived by his Rt. I, Sedalia; one sister,
Hickory Grove and Plea- wife, Mrs.
Ruth Balentine Mrs. Nell Howard,
sant Valley Churches of Judd;
one daughter, Mrs. Sedalia.
Christ.
Howard Lange, Spring
Also surviving are 11
Active pallbearers are Valley,
Ohio; two grand- grandchildren, 29 greatJohn Young, Glenn children;
three great- grandchildren and two
Young, Terry Roberson, grandchildre
n; four great -greatGary Roberson, Mike sisters;
five brothers.
grandchildren.
Wyatt, Phillip Jones and
Greg Garltvid.
Honorary pallbearers
are O.D. McKendree,
Willie Bradshaw, Lindon
Ferguson, Bert Garland,
Bill Dillon, Henry James,
Bethel Jones, Terry
Waters, John Dale, Lake
At
Riley, Norman Bennett,
ARTCRA
FT
Wayne Hardie and
Harold Wood.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Burial will follow in
118
S.
12th
St.
/53-0035
Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Al
N•

Judd rites
held Sunday

Ford funeral
was Sunday

There's Still Time...
To Make Your Color
Christmas Portrait

• ,

••••

I..

PIZZA PIZZA!

Martel Naas laimee

CallsikyPWiis Are• His Marla
EWE;11NEE*Enke musty
Skogitato Assn drioe 34 0341/11 lisped Edsdallimp*Mawr
11611141.1116; pod sall &Noe 1/6-110 Isealpb. Ad- NO
1111 Barron6 Ms
pkoarS666ear*
• 61LE141.4: Pled 14 UMMPION
Woks
1.11142/40
16.21.64111; Essaterd 14 131141111
11610661. 111.11114111; abrOder isErrs 1112111411116.
1111666111
161313$41/

member of Calvary Temple First Pentecostal
Church of God, wes a past
master of Murray Lodge
No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons,and as a
retired lieutenant of the
United States Air Force.
Born Nov. 18, 1921, in
Calloway County, he was
the son of the late 0th
Truman Stalls and Annie
Mason Morton Stalls.
Survivors are his wife,
Mrs. Mildred McDaniel
Stalls; one daughter,
Mrs. Sam (Diane)
Jessen, Mt. Vernon, Ill.;
three sons, Budl E.Stalls,
Jr. and Fred Paul Stalls,
Murray, and Michael

(Maybell) Jones and
Mrs. Gene ( Rubena)
Peal, Murray; two
brothers, Lonnie Edwin
Stalls, Tecumseh, Mich.,
and Rexie O.T. Stalls,
Murray; II grandchildren; two grea tgranchilciren.
The funeral will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Max Churchill Funeral Home. The
Rev John Stalls and the
Sunbird Airlines has negotiated joint fares with the major airlines serving
Rev. CM. Morrison will
Nashville for flights between Murray and 44 US cities. These fares,allow you to
officiate.
Burial will follow in buy an airline ticket from Murray for about the same fare as you would pay from
Nashville! Some examples:
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may tall at the
Destination
Major
Fare from
Fare from
funeral home after 6 p.m.
, • ht(Monday).
Airline
Murray
Nashville
$110
$101
Eastern Airlines
Atlanta
MAIDA•MAZDA•MAZ—
DA•MAIDA•MAZDA•MAZDA•MAT
161
155
Chicago
Republic Airlines
•,
o
a
172
Dallas
American Aitlines
185
7>
0
_..
180
Republic Airlenes
174
Detroit
345
341
Los Angeles
American Anilines
233
Miami
Eastern Airlines
228
216
American Airlines
221
New York
Washington, DC
169
165
Delta Air Linea

GET THE HEIN= PERSPECTIVE

SUNBIRD AIRLINES
ANNOUNCES JOINT FARES

..,.
The All New
.
,...,
.
Front Wheel Drive
Mazda 626
0

\

ge.witi

•
0

0

According to experts it's the finest
engineered front wheel drive car of
•
the 80's. It will be at...
0

Carroll Mazda
Any Day Watch
This Space Fo• Arrival Date

j0
0
zvw•vaivw•vozvvi.vazvw•valvvi•vaivw•vonm'

There are no restrictions on these fares - all that is necessary is that your
ticket include both our flight and the connecting airline flight. Our three daily
flights each way between Murray and Nashville provide good connections with
most Nashville flights.
Call us at 489-2199 for reservations or more information. Or call Far Lands
Travel Agency at 753-4646 for your airline tickets and all your travel arrangements. Remember, there is no charge to you for your professioniil travel
agent's services.
We want to thank our passengers who have made our first two years o'airline
service a success. If you haven't flown with us yet, we hope that you will 4onslder
us for your next trip.

WHYGO SHOPPING
WHEN YOU CAN GET
SOMETHING FOR NOTHING
DURING THE
HONDA HOLIDAYGIVEAWAY?
• 'Without a doubt the eaAest"
to go Christmas shopping this holiday
season will be at our dealership.
We'll be holding some drawings you
can't afford to miss. Because you could
win a blue ATC®70 or Honda Kick'N
Go 2- to put under the Christmas tree.
It's all part of our Honda Holiday
Giveaway starting Now Through
December 17th.
• And MI going to be a most testive
occasion for that mostfestive time of year.
Just for coming in, you'll get a 1983

HOncla Holiday careiidir free. And a lot of
those'83 models featured in the calendar
will be in stock for you to check out.
Something else you'll want to check
out will be all the great prices we're
offering on our'82 models. When you see
how they've been cut, we're sure you'll
want to wrap up a good deal.
So look for the Christmas tree display
when you come in to enter the drawings.
The Honda Holiday Giveaway.
Christmas shopping has never been
easier.

PRICE
Mon. Dec. 13
Through
Midnight
Thurs. Dec. 16

7

Any Size-Any Kind

••

••

••

Our Pizzas Are Already Hoff Price Of Anybodys In Town.
Pies Another Neff Off.
Small Size Reg. $3.65 Medium Size Reg. $4.55 Large Size Reg. $5.95
Now

$180

EXPRESS*

No.$225 Now $295
••

Our Famous
Spaghetti
Is Fixed
8 Different
Ways

e:WA710:211
:
144;FAZEr
Drawing Dates:

V45 MAGNA"

Dec. 4th-4 Kkk'n Go's
Dec. 11th-4 Kick'n Go's
••

Adults $1 93 Childs

954 Everyday!
Gyros
Sandwiches
or Dinners
Marinated Beef
Skewed 81
qd. Served On
Pita Bread

•

CBI 100F

Friday Night Dec. 17 4 Kkk'n Go's S. Grand Prize
Hondo ATC 70 Win Be Given Away.

All Kick'n Go Winners Will Also
Be Eligible For The Grand Prize.

•

••

••

We Also Have A Variety Of Sandwiches
Like The Pizza S.

The Famous Spaghetti Factory
Olympic Plaza, Murray

753-0003

NOW OPEN IN THE BEL-A1R CENTER 751-4092
Mon.-Sat.0
9:00 a.m.
-5:30

verby Hond0

Friday Night
Till 8:00 P.M.
Until Chrishwas

11011•• I. 2.3,

OPen DoilY
and Sunday

41141,irink 41=111

Now TRW MT.

The Saving Plow

GIFTS FOR EVERYONE
Our Reg.5.97 Savo 20%

jr Rog. 10.97 Savo 2.20

8.77
Our Reg.10.97 Savo 243

8.44

Zones 1,2,3,4
Save 19-22%
Our Reg.9.76-12.96

Misses'Soft Fleecy Robe Of Arnel°
Or Men's Velour Calf-length Robe

$8

TO

1

$10
Misses' Sweaters
Fashion styles in
pointelies, jacquards, stripes. solids. Acrylic, blends.

Misses wrap robe with trapunto trim on front and sleeves: other styles. Of
Celanese Amele triacetate/nyion, more. A great gift idea for her. Men's
handsome softfleecy velour robe.Choice of solid colors. Acetate/nylon.
Our'pular 14.97, Men's Velour Karate-Aft Rob•
$10
•Ainsi is a Ric AA of Colarese Cap-

Your Choice
Our Reg. 16.96 Women's
Our Reg. 19.97 Men's

Save 24%
Our Reg.
11.96
Fashion Trousers
Smart styles. Some
with belt, yolk detail,
more. Polyester
poplin. Colors.

1
4

AO slyles not in every OOPS
repremolalto•of Wm

Save
17% To
29%

Save 24-37%
Our Reg. 1.47-1.77
Your Choice
Misses'Smooth-filling likini Panties
Comfortable nylon panties trimmed with
a touch of lace. Pretty solid colors. 5-7.
Save Now!
Our Reg. 12.96-13.96

$11

Full Figure Mouses
Dobby striped. Some
wtth ruffles, smocking.
more. Polyester/cotton. 38-44.

$8

$11

Save 27%
Our Reg.
10.96
Full Figure Pants
Comfortable 2-way
stretch polyester.
Some belted styles
Color choice 32-40

Iowa 1, 2,3

Savo 3.14
7Our

Save 2.77

110.4
6
Flannel Shills
Men's western-style
shirt with pockets.
tails. Cotton plaids

Save 2.97

$7

Our Reg. 9.97

Our Reg. 9.77

Pajamas
In soft cotton polyester prints: with
elastic waist. Men's.

Save 2.97

$13

Our

Pajamas For Men
Polyester/cotton
broadcloth. Solid
colors and prints.

111P.137
Ihedler Jeans
Men's tough cotton
denim blue eons
with leather patch

RUSTLE

$11

Save 2.97

Save 32%
Our Reg. 5.97
Offt-boxed Velour Shower Wrap For Men
Soft shower wrap of acetate/nylon in choice of
colors Elastic waist, pocket. lsize fits all

Our Reg. 13.97
,
Sporty V-neek Sweaters Of Soft Orlon
Look sharp in colorful sweaters of fine Orion*
acrylic. Cuffs. Steeplechaser applique. Men's.

9

Save 2.97

Ea. - Our 11.97
Comfortable Velour Shirts For Soya
Colorful shirts of soft cotton/polyester Sharp
with slacks and great with issanst 8-18

DuPont Iwo PA

9.77

Save 2.80

Our Reg_ 12.57
Toddler Olds' Knit Top And Slacks Set
Brushed acrylic top,fleecy acrylic pants Pretty
styles in soft pastel shades Sizes 2-4

Save $2
Our Reg.6.97
Velour Shkb For Active Toddler Seim
Spirited shirts in bright colors with accent trim
Of soft cotton/polyester velour. Sizes 2-4.

5.97

Save 14%

Our Reg.6.97
Infant Okla'Pretty 2-pc. Diaper Sets
Colorful tops with ribbon, lace and bow, matchPolyester/cotton Sizes 0-18 rnos
Ing
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Canon'

$127

$260

Sale Price

Sale Price

Sale Price

S“

Sale Price

Sale Price

$269$127 $179 $99 949
50mm Automatic Mt

Sure-Shot 35mm Camera

35mm SLR With P2 Lens

XA2Pocket-siso 35nwes

Computerized, shutter-priority camera with f1.8 lens.

F2.8 iens, automatic focus.
built-in flash, self-timer.
Pouch case. Great savings.

XG-1 has automatic exposire and manual control.
30-1 Camera Coss .11.47

Automatic exposure, focusfree operation. F3.5 lens.
An ilsetronie Plash.12.61

114300 Nom WM P2 Leas
SLR vAth *sitter speeds of 1sec. to 1/1000 sec. Sava,
11000Carom Cass, WAS

Your
Choice
Sale Price

Sale Price

13.970

59.

Kodak "Disc 6000"Camera
Built-in flash. automatic nim

204zp.Insigne* PIM
Pkg.of 2. 1Codamaticue Irercrit
f8m or PR106instant film.

advance and close-up setting.

,
6. OW,!Ile* Conlrol
Our 32
Ow 39.96, Dbl., Dual Control
cour 49.06, Queen, Dud Conked

Kaiak

Needs
No
32.94
$9.911

Our 28.96 Twirl Save 9

19.96

Your Choice

Our Reg.24.97 Save '5

96

OFF

Wt.Suggested
Price

Alicante/1Jc Heckle Nankai
Of polyester/acrylic with 11

Women's Diamond Walches
Buy her an orxziag diamond watch

comfort settings. 3" nylon trim.

in gold tone or

and save.

19.97

911197
11n7
Saiaryolvered Calculator

Our 13.97, MOW Alarm 557

8-digit hand-held calculator
with memory Uses solar cells

NOM LLD.Calendar Clock
Fis-'n-her dorm snooze bar.

Zones 1, 2, 3,4

MATT&L aarmanzse
Video Game Cartridges

IRK

14.87
O0
9
.87

mc81.
Psce
Salo
Las
Faclogy.5•
Rebate
Cost
Ahem FoePory
Oman,

*MOW Included

PRICE
AFTER
REBATE

9.87

Early-warning First Alert- Smoke Detector
Test switch: low-cost 9-V carbon zinc battery.

The Great Hot Air Popper" Corn Popper
Automatic buttering continuous pour-and-pop,

Your Choice
06815

29.8

Sale Price
15"Presto DiarnondCoar" Electric Fry Pan
Deluxe easy-clean non-stick finish:jumbo size.

Matter Triple Action"' Plays Challenging Bipion•
lialtle Tanks And Car Racing
26.156
Matter Sub Muni"' Co
Chalon:r
:
ot he Player
To An Exciting Submar
_26411

I b41""•si
AK 4Nilb
UNGC1113k bit 14,ots
,

31.88
-2.50
29.38

K mart*
Sale Price
Less Factory
Rebate
Your Net Cost
After Factory
Rebate
Dungeons & Dragons
Darns,Cartridge

13.97

Challenges the Owe- to
treacherous treasure
hunt expedition. Save!

Our Reg. 1827
60-drawer Pads Cabinet With Corry Handle
H.D frame,see-thru drawers. For workshop/hobby

GREAT
GIFT
IDEAS Your Choice

Handy Household Helpers For Welcome Gifts
LightweightTM steam/dry iron, reversible cord.3speed hand mixer, push-button ejector. Automatic electric can opener with lid magnet. 2slice toaster with Bread Brainna heat control.

ism 1. S. 4
.ur

Iinterdirsszeticeissc.1
Ar=
Omit Gift Ideal

29.88

Save
21%

Our Reg. 37.88
Compressor
Air
12-V
Portable
Deluxe
Compact. On/otf switch, emergency light,
snap-lock valve. Delivers up to 200 PSI.

Save
*10

Save
35%

REST

AMOK*

Say.
J.0

HMO
41m•

3

__I 2

1.717our Reg.5.88

11

Car Console To Organize Necessilles
Holds fissures, beverages, mops sunglasses, more: litter basket. Color choice.

I

I

d

Our Reg. 169.88

129.88

Save
20.91

Cassette With Booster

Complete audio system! AM/FM stereo rodio with 4-way balance. cassette player.
plus 5-band equalizer booster 40 watt

23.88

Our Reg. 33.88.
Powerful6-amp lottery Charger
pecharges averoge battery in 3-7 hrs. Autotnatic circuit breaker protected. Now at K mart*.

Save
37%

Your Choice

Save
37%
11111111111,.... _
, imutinin
11111111111‘11111111
on.

Ii

.st

$13111
9.0

rE:#
kaMitttC

I7.

7Our Reg.28.88
9
Rectangular Halogen Ught Kit
Amber-color fog lights. Unbreakable
Lexane lens. Switch. wiring connectors.

Our Reg. 12.88
13-pc. spiw-tir. Socket $et
Metric or SAE. Heat-treated.chrome
plated. Professional-qualify tool set.

SPARKOMATIC

$1313
9.se

9.88

Our
Reg.
Pr. 16.83
ernall-eer Door Or Swkic•speakers
Door- or surfoce-rnexint mini speakers to fit in
limited space. For compact Of ImPort ears

R AY 0 VAC

16.97

YsNot Cost

3"
SOL

astrocsy

100

MINIS AND MOM
LICINNSIKTID IN MOST
Stalling0000S DWI
44.97
11( erre Ir burnis
Aimumiliss Pear,
fasawilsaa ism rid
04.1111111111B
le seise eamillease IWO Pabril.
Sire ad IsmIl Ism MI prodhows
mow br grew ••
swum
Papier 60 Ilmeme me, •
essilleal of Aso•al** haw
an ail

URN Playmate* Cooler
6-qt. size. Swing-down lid.

(R)
Our Reg.20.97

Sale Price

16.97 44.97

ORS SIngie-thet Ibelgun°
Oun Case
Suede-look vinyl. Choice of 1220 or 410
gauge. Hardwood stock.
2- padding.
1
/
17.97
Ow Reg.=97.Seep, Medal Case

Illoramel le Wilt 011iouleillort

17.97
.97

*is•

v

Your
Choice

Reg.5.97-7.77
Ram"Peeler* Knives
1-. 2-or 3-bickie styles. Each
with wood-Inlay handle.

4.97Ea.

Our Reg.13.97

Your Choir*

9.97

17.97.

fun UsspblDip
20-ohol Air MOW
With kids' favorite
Markwnor,fcel-lood
1111 frepOCItOr pistol. cartoon pals. 34x67
willammocemprosimea
swileam pembsed ism
Our Reg.tal, Presone Yeresk 4.97

Open f5aily and Sunday

"FRIM,

FEUD"

OUEST1ON GAME BASED ON T.V. SHOW
-

MINA CIIRCLE:

Your Choice!Family Fun Games
Ea.

Connect Four', VertIcOl Checkers Game
Challenge Yohtzee*, Game Of Chance
Inner Circle', With 4-level Game Board.

Family Feud', lased On The TV Show
Pente"; Fun For 2 Players Or Partners
Los Vegas Junket Tests Your Luck.

